In which group of mankind Jesus Christ of 2nd coming the Mahdi Messiah Kalki
was supposed to appear?
Was he supposed to appear on some mountain or a room or a deserted place or in a Chruch or Hindu
Temple or in the mosque in presence of Muslims headed by a pious leader? In which religion was he
supposed to appear? He was supposed to appear among Muslims because they are 1.8 billion Muslims
having last perfect revelation Quran from Allah (Yweh,Elohim,Mahavishnu,Om). It is the world‟s major
religion practicing group in only one Arabic language unlike any other religion. Though Christians are in
majority but most of them are inactive, perfectly non practicing religious group devided in many languages
& all of them are not worshipping in a single universal language. Hence they are broken & very less in
faith.In 3rd category Hindus are there but most of them are also like Christians.
Quran & Hadiths say that Jesus of second coming himself is Mahdi who will be spiritually re-incarnated to
appear among Muslims. In which sect of Muslims was he supposed to come as there are 73 sects of
Muslims now? Was he supposed to appear among Shia or Sunni or was he supposed to appear among
Maseeh Dajjaal‟s group? What did Bible, Quran, Hadiths & Hinduism holy books say about his
appearance place & group? They all clearly said that last savior will appear among the Maseeh Dajjaal‟s
(false Messiah) group. 1900 years back he never went into the sky with body & soul from mount olives.
And hence will not come back on the same place or in any spaceship with aliens. Bible NT says that he
will come in clouds, collect all believers from 4 corners of the world through angels during end days. This
metaphorically means the collection of all believers from entire world through telecommunication media
via air or clouds with support of invisible angels. But Christians took it literal & hence far away far away
from actual facts. Now lets consider the Muslim prophecy about his coming in the group of false Messiah.
Maseeh Dajjaal will be considered non-Muslim due to claims of prophethood. And being non-Muslim he &
his vice-regents (Khalifas) are not allowed to enter Makkah, Madina & even mosque Aqsa of Jerusalem in
Israel. But prophecy say that he will be present in the Baitul Muqaddas mosque aqsa along with his
followers during descent of Jesus the Mahdi. So which new mosque aqsa is this with a white tower on
eastern side of Damascus, Makkah & Madina also? Another prophecy say that the Baitul Muqaddas
mosque aqsa will be established & Yathrab will be desolated. It means it is the new mosque aqsa built by
Maseeh Dajjaal where his followers will be present during descent of Jesus the Mahdi. Being nonMuslims the Maseeh Dajjaal & his followers despite of practicing Islam will not enter any other Muslim‟s
sect mosque or Makkah or Madina or Aqsa mosque of Jerusalem. And without any relation or religious
faith or invitation the real Messiah Mahdi will not go to him. And hadiths say that Jesus the Mahdi will be
taken to him by his followers as a guest. In short the Jesus of 2nd coming will be born among Maseeh
Dajjaal‟s group & appear among them only. Many Christians, Jews & Muslims were doing their own
interpretations of symbolic, riddle form & metaphorical prophecies based upon Revelation 12, 13 & 2
Esdras 11, 12, 13 chapters. But they are not the certified Jesus Christ the Mahdi. All identification proofs
along with prophetical scenes & the speaking of mysterious Daabbatul Ard Peacock for me have certified
me to be the real Jesus Christ of 2nd coming as Mahdi. Their interpretations of prophecies are all false &
mine are true.

All 72 Muslim sects‟ including Maseeh Dajjaal‟s Ahmadiyya Jamat.
And 73rd is the group of true Believers. And that group is of the true
Messiah Mahdi. (Recently Ahmadiyya Jamat is also considered sect
of Islam in India). It means all are destined for hell except the group of
true Mahdi Messiah. This group will come out with repentance from
among the followers of Maseeh Dajjaal to join true Mahdi Messiah as
per Hadiths. And that goup is destined for heavens.

Almost all Muslims of this present age are destined for hell as per Quran & Hadiths. They will not
have time & patience to seek the truth due to their world‟s affairs. Hence they will become nonMuslims & hypocrites also: - Why did Jews, Christians, Hindus & others become non-Muslims &
accursed of Allah? Because they followed their own desires, followed old holy laws & did not recognize
the new savior sent by Allah despite of strict orders & prophecies. All of them are Muslims of their own era
& in old languages. They did not follow the new savior sent by Allah. Hindus rejected Noah (a), Jews
rejected Jesus son of Marium, and all others rejected Prophet Mohammed (s). Hence Allah cursed all
rejectors & considered them as unbelievers despite of their worshipping Allah. Now the turn is upon
Muslims. They also say we believe, we know the end days prophecies, we are following true Islam &
when I showed them all signs they reject immediately. So all their good deeds & worships become null &
void. They are hypocrites & destined for 7th deepest stage of hell. There are approximately 150 Crore
(1500 million) Muslims worldwide but none have the one true group of believers headed by a single Viceregent (Khalifa). There are 12 crore (120 million) Shia, 2 crore bahai, 2 crore Khojay, 2 crore Ismalia, 2
crore Bhonray etc. Such other groups of Muslims are almost 25 crores. But they are all on wrong path &
diverted from true Islam. 125 crore other Muslims spread worldwide are following 5 pillars of Islam but
have no True Guide (Imam). They somehow follow Islam but mostly in improper way. They die as
ignorant without a true proper Muslim guide. As per hadiths the Muslims without proper Imam die a death
of ignorance. Out of these 125 crore general Muslims only 1% may be following true Islam & praying 5
times regularly. Rest of the Muslims are Muslims of the Friday, Muslims of the Festivals, Muslims by
Names & sometimes they behave like Muslims. It means they sometimes behave like true Muslims on
few important occasions only & again become non-Muslims.
In fact they really come in the category of non-Muslims though they are Muslims. One hadiths say clearly
that “those who don‟t pray Islamic Prayers regularly are non-Muslims”. Most of these Muslims have
become polytheists by worshipping the graves of the dead people & by inventing new things in Islam.
Other hadiths say that “Many Muslims will be Muslims in morning & become non-Muslim in evening”. So
such non-praying muslims are actually non-Muslims as per Quran & Hadiths. Though some of them even
perform Haj & Umrah also. But if we see them as per Qura & Hadiths then they are non-Mulsims. But they
still claim to be Muslims. Such Muslims are destined to die a death of an ignorant. Moreover these 125
crore Muslims are devided among 72 sects of Islam. As per another hadiths of prophet Mohammed (s)
“All 72 sects of Islam are for hell & only one group of Muslims will enter heaven, and that one group will
be following simple Islam, Quran & Hadiths”. So if we see such a group then we are able to find only few
scattered Muslims in world who are living their lives without a proper true Islamic guide (Imam). But when
we see Maseeh Dajjaal‟s group who are following true Islam under the leadership of their guide, we also
find that they are following a satanic False Messiah. But those believers are true Muslims grabbed by
Satan under deceit. These are the True Muslims who really need cleansing & purification by Allah. By the
time I real Messiah Mahdi arrived the true Muslims who rejected Maseeh Dajjaal were already dead &
passed. All the lest hypocrites were already grabbed by Maseeh Dajjaal Ahmadiyya Jamat. And now only
majority non-Muslims remain worldwide under the name of Muslims. There are still few Muslims who
follow true Islam who are not even 1%. The Maseeh Dajjaal group is having true facts about Jesus Christ
death & Mahdi‟s arrival among Muslims. They at least have crossed the other ignorant Muslims ignorancy
about it. But still they are in very much darkness. Now I can say that the entire Muslims population have
become non-Muslims including the Maseeh Dajjaal. Now the perfect true Muslims who have recognized
Maseeh Dajjaal & following true Islam is myself, my family & few followers who are less than 30 members
only. In this age my believer‟s group who has seen real Messiah Mahdi, Maseeh Dajjaal & Daabbatul Ard
are true Muslims & Momins as per Quran & Hadiths. Rest are all non-Muslims. Despite of my public
announcements through news papers, internet, youtube, Whatsup & other media Muslims are just coming
against me instead of researching. News about my claims is seen from every corner of the earth by all
human beings but they just deny the signs of Allah & defame me in all possible manners. They are very
busy in world & don‟t have any time to understand my claims. So they are all non-Muslims. Allah said in
Quran
O you who believe! Enter perfectly in islam (by obeying all the rules and regulations of the islamic
religion) and follow not the footsteps of Shaitan (Satan). Verily! He is to you a plain enemy. Quran (Surah
Al-Baqrah, Verse 208)
O you who believe! Fear Allah (by doing all that He has ordered and by abstaining from all that He has
forbidden) as He should be feared. [Obey Him, be thankful to Him, and remember Him always], and die

not except in a state of Islam [as Muslims (with complete submission to Allah)]. Quran (Surah Aal-eImran, Verse 102)
Is he whose breast Allah has opened to islam, so that he is in light from His Lord (as he who is a nonMuslim)? So woe to those whose hearts are hardened against remembrance of Allah! They are in plain
error! Quran (Surah Zumur, Verse 22)
They regard as favor to you (O Muhammad) that they have embraced Islam. Say: "Count not your Islam
as a favor to me. Nay, but Allah has conferred a favor upon you that He has guided you to the Faith if you
indeed are true.
Quran (Surah Al-Hujarat, Verse 17)
"And hold fast, All together, by the rope Which Allah (stretches out for you), and be not divided among
yourselves;" [Al-Qur‟an 3:103]
"As for those who divide Their religion and break up Into sects, thou hast No part in them in the least:
Their affair is with Allah: He will in the end Tell them the truth
Of all that they did." [Al-Qur‟an 6:159]
Quran Baqra 2:285 :- The Messenger (Muhammad SAW) believes in what has been sent down to him
from his Lord, and (so do) the believers. Each one believes in Allah, His Angels, His Books, and His
Messengers. They say, "We make no distinction between one another of His Messengers" - and they say,
"We hear, and we obey. (We seek) Your Forgiveness, our Lord, and to You is the return (of all)."
And those who deny signs of Allah are non-Believers (Kafirs). (Note:-Let it be practical or verbal. Both are
kafirs).
During end days the mosque will be beautifully decorated, high but people will not be having faith. If you
purposely leave any prayer then millions of years will be burnt in fire. If anyone deny signs of Allah then
they will become non-Muslim & destined for hell. Just by reciting Kalma one cannot remain a true Muslim.
Any how such person has to be burnt in hell for many years. And that‟s why Mohammed (s) said that all
72 sects of Islam will be in hell except a group (jamat) which will follow true Islam. This jamat will be of
real Messiah Mahdi. Because another hadiths say that “Allah have freed the companions of Jesus Christ
from hell fire”. And one more hadiths say that the majority of Muslims will not be misguided but will remain
on truth. It means despite of being remained as true Muslims they will be devided among 72 sects of
Islam & will be destined for hell. But their faith will at least be true verbally if not true practically. All the
Sects of Islam have collectively taken a true descision that Ahmadiyya Jamat is non-Muslim. So that‟s
true. But still all of them including Ahmadiyya Jamat are destined for hell. Gospel of Barnabbas say that
only 30 believers will remain during end days. And one Hadiths narrated by Tameem Dari says that 30
men will be on a boat who will also be suffering in great waves This means thirty believers will also suffer
by the time they see the Maseeh Dajjaal. Other hadiths also say that “when one of the group of Muslims
call another as non-Muslim then surely one of them is non-Muslim”. In this way all the sects of Islam
considered others as non-Muslims. Hence all of them have become non-Muslims. Now the most pious
group of Muslims who are following the Islam perfectly under the deceit of Maseeh Dajjaal are Ahmadiyya
Jamat. These people are victims of deception & need immediate help from Allah. So it happened now.
Allah has sent his last Messiah among these victims of Satan to release his believers from bondage.
Hadiths clearly say that some people from these Maseeh Dajjaal group will become Mahdi‟s followers.
But how hadiths have said this? Read & understand for yourself.

Maseeh Dajjaal was never supposed to enter 4 mosques of the world.
It was also reported that the Dajjaal will not enter the mosque of Sinai, or Masjid al-Aqsaa (at Jerusalem).
Imaam Ahmad (no. 22572) narrated that Junaadah ibn Umayyah al-Azdi said: “I came to a man from
among the Companions of the Prophet (peace and blessings of Allaah be upon him) and said to him, „Tell
me a hadeeth that you heard from the Messenger of Allaah (peace and blessings of Allaah be upon him)
about the Dajjaal.‟ He mentioned the hadeeth, and said, „He will stay among you for forty days, during
which he will go to every place (on the earth) apart from four mosques: Masjid al-Haraam (in Makkah), the
mosque of Madeenah, the (mosque of) Sinai and Masjid al-Aqsaa.‟” (My note:- This mount Sinai can be

metaphorically mean the mosque built by Messiah Mahdi in India at the place of Daabbatul ard where
Allah responded to me through angel Jibraeel in peacock form. And Maseeh dajjaal was present in Aqsa
mosque of India, Qadian in 1991 A.D. & Maseeh dajjaal never visited mosque the mosque aqsa of
Jerusalem along with 70K Jewish Muslims. And also none of the Maseeh Dajjaals visited mount Sinai or
Jabal Musa in Saudia Arabia)

The reasons to support my claims of Messiah Mahdi among Maseeh Dajjaal group
are given below in brief: There are 6 types of narrations about Jesus son of Marium (a)‟s arrival or descent or appearing
against Maseeh Dajjaal at a common place. One single scene of Jesus Christ‟s descent during
Fajar prayer time is mentioned in Hadiths. In every scene there is one more Muslim‟s pious leader
(Imam) opposite to Jesus Christ (a) during his descent. Who is that one more Imam opposite to
him? Is he Imam Mahdi or Maseeh Dajjaal the Imam of Musims from generation of prophet Yaqoob
(a) called as Bani Israel? I have already proved that this Imam is Maseeh dajjaal but not Mahdi as
assumed by Muslims himself because Jesus Christ himself is Mahdi. Below given are few main
reasons to proof my claims based upon Hadiths.
1) The prophecies of Hadiths about Mahdi‟s appearance demand an already existing Islamic
Khilafat system in 1991 A.D., 2012, 2015 A.D. The prophecies about Mahdi‟s appearance is
demanding the constructions of tunnels in Makkah mountains, clock casting its shadow near
kaaba, already existence of independent state Israel for its replacement with another land of
Edomites (India), the death of King Fahad & King Abdullah, the death of 4rth Khalifa of Muslims &
3rd son of the main ruler over them, the Mahdi‟s Date of Birth as 24rth March 1973 A.D., the
th
Indian P.M. Narender Modi & 6 Maseeh Dajjaal in disguise of true Muslim Mirza Masroor Ahmad
holding many trueMuslims under him worldwide with deception, the telecommunication systems
through mobile internet smart phones, the discoveries of Noah‟s Ark, Sodom, Gomorroh,
pharoah‟s dead body, satellite channel period & many more events. So can Muslims show the
Islamic khilafat of Maseeh Dajjaal anywhere in the world on these above mentioned dates? They
can‟t. It means all sects of Muslims are devided into 72 sects & now the true Islam practicing
Muslims are cought in the Maseeh Dajjaal‟s net. That‟s the only group having the true Islamic
Khilafat but under the rule of Maseeh Dajjaal. We don‟t find any Islamic Khilafat in the world ther
than the Ahmadiyya group.So Messiah Mahdi was supposed to appear among this group only
certifying all these prophetical demands. So it all happened by the grace of Allaah. There is no
further need to search for Messiah in clouds or Syria or Makkah or Madina or Khorasan or any
where in the world. Because the time period & years along with dates have already passed &
none appeared except me the true Messiah Mahdi.Here we find 2 groups with 2 Imams (guides).
One is holding the true Muslims under his control with deception & another is true Messiah Mahdi
appearing among them.
2) Many hadiths say that both Jesus & Maseeh Dajjaal are seen circumblating Kaaba (Twaf). (Note:It means 2 Imams (Jesus & Maseeh Dajjaal) on same place against each other).
3) True Islam practicing Muslims around 800 men & 400 women in Baitul muqaddas mosque Aqsa
with their pious imam during descent of Jesus son of Maryam as Mahdi along with 2 persons.
(Note:-It means 2 Imams (Jesus & Maseeh Dajjaal) on same place against each other).
4) Jesus son of Maryam the Mahdi is appearing against one pious Imam on Eastern side of
Damascus near white mosque tower (minara). Metaphorically wheatish complexioned Jesus the
Mahdi is shown in vision as descending with 2 angels in yellow sheets. (Note:-It means 2 Imams
(Jesus & Maseeh Dajjaal) on same place against each other).
5) Another hadiths say that Maseeh dajjaal won‟t enter makkah & madina. Hence the Makkah
shown in vision of prophet (a) is metaphorical pointing to “house of Allah” the mosque with white
minara having name mosque aqsa (baitul muqaddas).
6) Bani Israel (children of prophet Yaqoob) will be with Masih Dajjaal & Jews also when Jesus
descends (Note:-It means 2 Imams (Jesus & Maseeh Dajjaal) on same place against each other).

7) Pious Imam is inviting Jesus Christ for leading in prayer (Note:-It means 2 Imams (Jesus &
Maseeh Dajjaal) on same place against each other).
8) Jesus Christ searching for Masih Dajjaal & later killing him through swords of mouth. Because he
could not identify him during his descent as Maseeh Dajjaal was in disguise of a true pious
Muslim. And later after inspirations he recognized or found him at Baab lud for killing (door of
fight). (Note:-It means 2 Imams (Jesus & Maseeh Dajjaal) on same place against each other).
9) Jesus killed Masih Dajjaal through his weapon (2 Imams on same place). (Note:-It means 2
Imams (Jesus & Maseeh Dajjaal) on same place against each other).
10) Jesus‟s weapon the swords are actually swords of mouth but not real.
11) As per Hadiths toungue is considered as worst than swords during the time of exams & Maseeh
Dajjaal is the biggest exam of Allah.
12) Quran & hadiths say that Jesus Christ is for Bani Israel & his looks are like Bani Israel against
Jewish Muslim Maseeh Dajjaal (Note:-It means 2 Imams on same place against each other)..
12) Maseeh Dajjaal killing the Jesus Christ Mahdi (young man from
among true Muslims) &
throwing him in his hell. (Note:-It means 2 Imams (Jesus & Maseeh Dajjaal) on same place against
each other).
13) Maseeh Dajjaal‟s followers beating a true Muslim young man Messiah Mahdi for their leader‟s
love due to his proclaimation about Maseeh dajjaal. (Note:-It means 2 Imams (Jesus & Maseeh
Dajjaal) on same place against each other).
14) Disagreement between true Messiah & the death of 3rd Khalifa of Muslims who is 4rth Maseeh
Dajjaal. (Note:-It means 2 Imams (Jesus & Maseeh Dajjaal) on same place against each other).
15) The parents of true Muslim young man Messiah Mahdi enforcing him to accept Maseeh Dajjaal as
their king. And this youn man Mahdi going as the guest of Maseeh Dajjaal through his followers to
see him who has emerged (Masih Dajjal, the 4rth Khalifa & 3rd son of main Maseeh Dajjaal). (Note:-It
means 2 Imams (Jesus & Maseeh Dajjaal) on same place against each other).
16) Both Maseeh Dajjaal & Messiah Mahdi‟s arrival on a common meeting place in India is
prophecised. (Note:-It means 2 Imams (Jesus & Maseeh Dajjaal) on same place against each other).
17) Bible chapters 2 Esdras 12, 13, Revelation 12,13 also say that both Jesus of 2nd coming &
Maseeh dajjaal the Beast is appearing from same place (“coming out of the sea”). (Note:-It means 2
Imams (Jesus & Maseeh Dajjaal) on same place against each other).
18) The revolt of true Muslims group against their Khalifa Maseeh Dajjaal for the sake of true Mahdi &
their demanding the Muslim‟s treasure for him which was taken by Maseeh Dajjaal in the name of
Mahdi from innoscent Muslims. (Note:-It means 2 Imams (Jesus & Maseeh Dajjaal) on same place
against each other).
19) The appearing of Lord Shiva (Mahdi) to Ravan (Maseeh Dajjaal 4rth) before his 10th head‟s
cutting. The vishnu‟s taking Varaha‟s avtar to kill Hiranya Kashp & Hiranyaksh. The Vishnu taking the
avtar of Narsimha (lionman) to kill the Hiranyaksh in unique style. (Note:- (Swine. This is symbol of
Jews & Maseeh dajjaal in Quran & Hadiths. This means Mahdi will be born among Maseeh Dajjaal
group like one of them). (Note:-It means 2 Imams (Jesus & Maseeh Dajjaal) on same place against
each other).
nd
20) Jesus Christ of 2 coming the Mahdi shows a religious faith‟s relation with Maseeh Dajjaal to
vanish him as per Hadiths. He is the fighter for truth & destroyer of falsehood. All hadiths show a kind
of religious & family relation with Maseeh Dajjaal along with his group. As per Hadiths the Mahdi‟s
parents will already be grabbed by Maseeh Dajjaal even before his birth. (Note:-It means 2 Imams
(Jesus & Maseeh Dajjaal) on same place against each other).
21) The story of Moses (a) & Pharoah (most major part of Quran) was supposed to be certified by
Mahdi. And to certify those verses of Quran Mahdi was supposed to appear among the group of
Maseeh Dajjaal & his followers. (Note:-It means 2 Imams (Jesus & Maseeh Dajjaal) on same place
against each other).
22)The sign of mercy & purification given to Maseeh Dajjaal Mirza Ghulam Ahmad by Allah through
vision before his claims of Mahdi also say that the true Messiah shall appear among them from
among themselves after 100 years. This sign is considered as Mirza‟s 20 feb 1886 inspiration. (Note:It means 2 Imams (Jesus & Maseeh Dajjaal) on same place against each other).
23) Other reasons of Jesus Christ the Mahdi’s appearing among Maseeh Dajjaal’s group is to take
away all the religious dynasty of Maseeh Dajjaal spread worldwide in the name of true Messiah, to
prove verses of Quran about Bani Israel & Jesus relation, the lesson to the unbelievers through a

false Messiah & then true Messiah Mahdi’s appearing in front of their own eyes, to do the practice of
respect, love, obedience upon a false Messiah for the sake of real Messiah, to become witness of
Allah’s truth by becoming the victims of Maseeh Dajjaal & then getting release from it And to perform
the negative characters of Satan which unbelievers claim against true Messiah which are mentioned
in holy books.To prove that truth always wins.To prove the wisdom of all Holy books through a very
much learned aged false Messiah along with his group’s failure & single untrained true Messiah’s
success despite of being his unlettered innoscent young man.
Note:-Jesus Christ himself is Mahdi say Quran, Hadiths of Ibne maja, Masnad Ahmad bin hambal &
Sahih Buqari. Mohammed (s) later cleared this misunderstanding of 2 different person‟s arrival through
other hadiths.

The Victim true Muslim young man being killed & resurrected by Maseeh Dajjaal
is none other than Jesus Christ the Mahdi himself among Muslims. Only one young
man’s parents, brother & he himself is especially mentioned who is fighting against Maseeh Dajjaal.
Remember Maseeh Dajjaal is not killing everybody & resurrecting them continuously to prove his
authority. It is happening only with one particular Muslim young man & that’s the Jesus Christ the Mahdi
himself. One hadiths say that a Muslim man will break the cross (yudqun) & another hadiths say that
Jesus of 2nd coming will break the cross. It means Jesus himself is the young man the Mahdi who only
could recognize Maseeh Dajjaal. No one will be able to recognize Maseeh Dajjaal as per Bible Rev.13,
hadiths & Quran except the true Jesus the Mahdi. If we

Join 16 different hadiths given below & just few Bible prophecies of Jesus 2nd
coming then see the result.
1) a Muslim man‟s breaking cross in an open green ground,
Hadiths Ibne Maja Volume. 3. Page. , Abu Dawood Volume 3. Page.
It was narrated that Jubair bin Nufair said:
“Jubair said to me: „Let‟s go to Dhu Mikhmar, who was a man from among the Companions of the Prophet
()ﷺ.‟ So I went with them and he asked him about the peace treaty (with the Romans). He said: „I heard
the Prophet ( )ﷺsay: “The Romans (my note:- Indians, Bani Al-asfar) will enter into a peace treaty with
you, then you and they will fight one another as enemies (Taghzoona derived from Ghazwa which means
presence of Allah’s rasool must in this fight), and you will be victorious; you will collect the spoils of war and
be safe (share the indian wealth). Then you will come back until you stop in a meadow (greenery) with
many hillocks around. A man from among the people of the Cross, will raise the Cross and will say: „The
Cross has prevailed. (Christians preachings)‟ Then a man among the Muslims (Mahdi) will become angry
and will go and break (Fayaduqahu) the Cross. Then the Romans (Indian Christians) will prove treacherous
(breaking the treaty) (and will gather) for the fierce battle (my note:- this battle is for debates with Mahdi
worldwide but not really weapon fight).” (Ibne maja voume-3, Abu Daud volume-3 kitabul fitan.)
2) Only Muslims will acknowledge him as non-Muslim but not as Maseeh Dajjaal because the sealed
signs will not be broken by them except Jesus the Mahdi.
According to the hadeeth of Anas (may Allaah be pleased with him), the Prophet (peace and
blessings of Allaah be upon him) said: “No Prophet was sent but he warned his people
about the one-eyed liar. He is one-eyed, but your Lord is not one-eyed, and between his
eyes will be written „kaafir.‟” (Narrated by al-Bukhaari, no. 6598). According to another
report: “Written between his eyes will be „kaaf faa‟ raa‟.‟” (Muslim, no. 5219) According to a
report narrated by Hudhayfah, “This will be read by every believer, literate or illiterate.”
(Muslim, no. 5223).

From the apparent meaning, this writing will be real, and the fact that some will see it whilst
others will not, and that illiterate people will read it, is not problematic. “This is because
Allaah causes people to understand something when looking at it, as He wills and when He
wills. So the believer will see this with his insight, even if he is illiterate, and the kaafir will
not be able to see it, even if he is literate. By the same token, the believer will see with his
insight evidence that the kaafir will not see. Allaah will enable the believer to understand
without him being literate, because at that time, extraordinary things will be happening.”
(Fath al-Baari by Ibn Hajar al-„Asqallaani, 13/100)
Al-Nawawi said: “The correct view according to those who studied this issue is that this
writing should be taken literally, as being real writing which Allaah will create as a sign, one
of the definitive proofs that (the Dajjaal) is a kaafir and a liar, to expose his falsehood.
Allaah will show this sign to every Muslim, literate or illiterate, and will conceal it from
everyone whom He decrees is doomed or whom He wants to test. There is no reason why
this should be impossible.” (Sharh al-Nawawi li Saheeh Muslim, 18/60).
3) a young Muslim man being killed & resurrected by Maseeh Dajjaal because he recognized him,
Al-Bukhaari narrated from Abu Sa‟eed al-Khudri (may Allaah be pleased with him) that this
man whom the Dajjaal will kill will be one of the best people, who will go out to the Dajjaal
from the city of the Messenger of Allaah (peace and blessings of Allaah be upon him), and
will say to the Dajjaal, “I bear witness that you are the Dajjaal of whom the Messenger of
Allaah (peace and blessings of Allaah be upon him) told us.” The Dajjaal will say (to the
people): “What do you think – if I kill this man then bring him back to life, will you have any
doubts?” They will say, “No.” So he will kill him, then bring him back to life. Then he (the
believing man) will say, “By Allaah, I have never been more sure about you than I am
today.” The Dajjaal will want to kill him but will not be permitted to. (al-Bukhaari, no. 6599)
4) Young Muslim man being taken as guest by Maseeh Dajjaal‟s followers,
A true best Muslim will go to see him who has emerged, the followers of maseeh dajjaal will carry
him,(Muslim Hadiths vol.6)
5) Young Muslim man being beaten on stomach, back, head & attempted to be killed by Maseeh
Dajjaal followers,
The men with weapons will meet young man on the way, beat him on stomach, back, head & will
try to kill him (Muslim vol.6)
6) Mahdi will kill Maseeh Dajjaal on Friday afternoon,
Asbagh bin Nubatah stood up and said: O Maula! Who would Dajjal be? He replied, „The name of
Dajjal is Saeed bin Saeed (This means the Chief oson of Chief pointing to the son of Khalifa).
Thus one who supports him is unfortunate. And are fortunate who deny him. He shall emerge from
Yahoodiya village of Isfahan.
He shall be blind in the right eye. The left would be on the forehead like a bloody piece, which
would be glinting like the morning star. On his forehead would be inscribed: „Kafir ‟ (disbeliever)
which would readable to the literate as well as the illiterate. He shall jump into the seas. The Sun
will follow him. A mountain of smoke will precede him and a white mountain will follow him, which
in times of famine will be mistaken to be a mountain of food (bread).
He shall be mounted on a white ass. One step of that ass will be of one mile. Whichever spring or
well he reaches, will dry up forever. He will call out aloud, which shall be audible to all in the east
and the west from the Jinns, humans and satans. He would tell his friends: “I am the one who

created then shaped. And I estimated and guided. I am your High Lord.” That enemy of Allah will
be a liar. He shall be a one-eyed man having human needs, who walks about while your Lord is
neither one-eyed nor in need of food. He neither walks nor is there decline for him. He is above all
things.
Know that the majority of his followers will be persons of illegitimate birth and they shall be wearing
green caps. The Almighty Allah will have him eliminated on a Friday after three hours would
have passed in the evening on the Uqbah Afeeq (metaphorically pointing to high place of
Maseeh Dajjaal) at the hands of one behind whom Prophet Isa (a.s.) would pray (He meant to
say Mahdi will eliminate Maseeh Dajjaal). Know that! After this will come to pass the Great
event (means Dabbatul Ard’s emergence).”
Imaam Ahmad (no. 14920) and al-Tirmidhi (no. 2170) narrated that Majma‟ ibn Jaariyah alAnsaari (may Allaah be pleased with him) said: “I heard the Messenger of Allaah (peace
and blessings of Allaah be upon him) say: „The son of Maryam will kill the Dajjaal at the
gate of Ludd.”
Muslim (no. 5228) narrated a lengthy hadeeth from al-Nawwaas ibn Sam‟aan (may Allaah
be pleased with him) about the Dajjaal, in which the story of the descent of „Eesa and his
killing the Dajjaal are mentioned. In this hadeeth the Prophet (peace and blessings of
Allaah be upon him) said: “… Every kaafir who will smell the fragrance of („Eesa) will die,
and his fragrance will reach as far as he will be able to see. He will then search for him (the
Dajjaal) until he catches up with him at the gate of Ludd, where he will kill him.”
7) Jesus son of Marium (a) will break the cross & kill the swine,
هري رة أب ي عن آدم ب ن ال رحمن ع بد عن ق تادة عن ي ح يى ب ن همام حدث نا خال د ب ن هدب ة حدث نا
رأي تموه ف إذا ن ازل وإن ه ع ي سى ي ع ني ن بي وب ي نه ب ي ني ل يس ق ال و س لم ع ل يه هللا ص لى ال ن بي أن
ف ي قات ل ب لل ي ص به ل م وإن ي قطر رأ سه ك أن مم صرت ين ب ين وال ب ياض ال حمرة إل ى مرب وع رجل ف اعرف وه
إ ال ك لها ل لال م زمان ه ف ي هللا وي ه لك ال جزي ة وي ضع ال خ نزي ر وي ق تل ال ص ل يب ف يدق اإل سالم ع لى ال ناس
ال م س لمو ع ل يه ف ي ص لي ي توف ى ث م س نة أرب ع ين األر ض ف ي ف يم كث ال دجال ال م س يح وي ه لك اإل سالم
Abu Huraira narrated that Prophet Mohammad (s) said: "There is no prophet between me and
him (Jesus Christ). He shall descend so, recognize him when you see him. He is a man
of medium height, (his complexion) is between reddish and white; he will be between (or
dressed in) two slightly yellowish garments; His head looks as if it is dripping water even
though it is not wet. He will fight people in the cause (for the sake) of Islam, will break the Cross
and kill the swine (pig) and abolish Jizya (tax on Christians and Jews); and Allah will put an end
to all religious sects except Islam during his (Jesus') time. He (Jesus) will slay the Antichrist
(Dajjal) and he will stay in the World for 40 years. Then, he will die and the Muslims will perform
the burial prayer for him." (Abu Dawud and Musnad Ahmad)
8) Mahdi is born from the descendants of prophet Mohammed (s)‟ daughter Fatima (rz) (through
Hasan & Husaain (rz)‟s children intermarriage. One son & other‟s daughter then one daughter
from their union is foretold in wise style of sealed prophecies which mankind didn‟t understand
clearly. A female‟s descendant is also a female despite of her male children.),
Umme Salmah(RA), the wife of the Prophet, has related a tradition of the Prophet(SAW):
Mahdi will be among my progeny, among the children of Fatima.
(Bihar al-anwar, Vol. 51, P. 75)
The world will not come to an end until a man from the descendants of
Hussain takes charge of the affairs of the world and fills it with justice and
equity as it is filled with injustice and tyranny.
(Bihar al-anwar, Vol. 51, P. 66)

The world will not come to an end until a man from the descendants of Hussain takes
charge of the affairs of the world and fills it with justice and equity as it is filled with
injustice and tyranny.
(Bihar al-anwar, Vol. 51, P. 66)
Abu Iss'haq (Isaac) narrated that Imam Ali (rz) , once looked at his son Al-Hasan ً عنه هللا رضand
said " This son of mine is a Sayyid (chief or master) as the Prophet  وسلم علٌه هللا صلىnamed him
(called him or gave him this title). From his reproductive organs (meaning from progeny or
descendants) will come a man who is named by the name of your Prophet. He will resemble him
(the Prophet) in character, but not in looks (physical appearance).' Then, he (Imam Ali) mentioned
that he (the Mahdi) will fill the Earth with justice." (Abu Dawud)
Huzaifa narrated that the Prophet  وسلم علٌه هللا صلىsaid:
" If there is not left in this World except one day, Allah will lengthen it until He (Allah) sends a man
from my children (or descendants), his name is (like) mine." So, Salman Al-Farsi stood up and
said: O Messenger of Allah: From which of your children (or descendants)? He said: " From my
Child, this one and he tapped with his hand on Al-Hussein ." (Nuaim bin Hammad's Yanabi AlMawadda , page 490; Tabarani's Al-Mujam Al-Kabir, Vol. 10, page 166 ; Ibn Hajar AlHaitami's Al-Sawaiq Al-Muhriqa ala Ahl Al-Rafd wa Al-Dhalal wa Al-Zandaqa, page 249; Abu
Nuaim's Sifat (Attribute or Description) of Al-Mahdi )
Aisha (r.a.) said that the Messenger of Allah  وسلم علٌه هللا صلىsaid: "It worth wondering ! There are
people from my Ummah who will head toward House (Mecca's House of Worship) seeking (with
evil intention) a man from Quraish (tribe) who has taken refuge in the House. Once they arrive at
Bayda, a Khusuf (landslide) will occur to them..." (Sahih Muslim) (Note:-Prophet Mohammed (s),
Ali (rz), Fatima (rz) are all from Quraish & so the mother of Mahdi is also from same tribe Kedar
(black)).
9) Mahdi is coming into the world with faith from Surayya through Salman Farsi‟s male descendants,
Narrated Abu Huraira: While we were sitting with the Prophet Surat Al-Jumu‟a was revealed to
him, and when the Verse, “And He (Allah) has sent him (Muhammad) also to other (Muslims)…..‟
(62.3) was recited by the Prophet, I said, “Who are they, O Allah‟s Apostle?” The Prophet did not
reply till I repeated my question thrice. At that time, Salman Al-farisi (The Persian) was with us. So
Allah‟s Apostle put his hand on Salman, saying, “If Faith were at (the place of) Ath-Thuraiya
(pleiades, the highest star), even then (some men or man from these people (i.e. Salman‟s folk,
the Persians) would attain it.” (Book 60, Hadith 420,Sahih Bukhari)
10) Jesus son of Marium‟s father is Masood,
Muslim (no. 5233) narrated that „Abd-Allaah ibn „Amr (may Allaah be pleased with them
both) said: “The Messenger of Allaah (peace and blessings of Allaah be upon him) said:
„The Dajjaal will emerge among my ummah and will stay for forty… Then Allaah will send
„Eesa ibn Maryam, who looks like „Urwah ibn Mas‟ood, and he will pursue him and kill him.
(Muslim)
11) Jesus son of Maryam himself is Mahdi ,
1."...lal Mahdi illa' Isa" "..The Mahdi is none other than Isa (as)"
[Ibn-e-maa'ja vol.3, page 458, chapter shiddat-uz-zaman p 257, Kinz-ul-amal vol 7, p 186]
2. In a long hadith mentioned in a number of books, Musa prayed to God in the following
manner:
"O My LOrd! Make me a Rasool of this Ummah (referring to the Ummah of Muhammad (p)).
Allah replied, "the rasool of that Ummah will be from amongst them". Musa (as) then said,

"make me a member of this Ummah". Allah replied "Your time is this one, that rasool will come
later.."
Note:-This makes it clear that Mahdi the Jesus of 2nd coming is the rasool among Ummah but
not prophet (nabi). Quran have clearly denied any prophet (nabi) after Mohammed (s) but
gave news of only one more certifier rasool the Jesus Christ of 2nd coming as Mahdi. Some old
or new Muslim scholars might have written word “nabi” in place of “Rasool” by mistake &
Maseeh Dajjaal Ahmadiyya Khalifa is copying same errorful word everywhere to support their
false claim of prophethood (nabuwat).
[Al khasais-ul-kibraa-al-sayyuti vol 1, p 12, Mishkaat p 337, Nashrul-tayyab fi-zikrun-nabi-ulhabib p 262]
3. "Whoever will live from amongst you will see the age of Isa son of Mary. He will be the
guided Imam (Imam Mahdi), a just ruler who will break the cross and kill the swine." [Musand
Ahmad bin Hanbal vol 2, page 156]
12) Maseeh Dajjaal‟s resemblance is of true Muslim,
When the Dajjaal emerges, Muslims should keep far away from him, because of the
confusion he will cause and the mighty wonders that he will have with him, which Allaah
will cause to happen at his hands in order to test mankind. A man will come to him,
thinking that he is a strong believer, then he will follow the Dajjaal. We ask Allaah to grant
us and all the Muslims refuge from his fitnah.
Imaam Ahmad (19118), Abu Dawood (3762) and al-Haakim (4/31) narrated from „Imraan ibn
Husayn (may Allaah be pleased with him) that the Prophet (peace and blessings of Allaah
be upon him) said: “Whoever hears of the Dajjaal, let him keep far away from him, for a
man will come to him and think that he is telling the truth because of the wonders that are
sent with him.”
13) Young Muslim man Bedouin‟s parents victims of Maseeh Dajjaal enforcing him to follow Maseeh
Dajjaal,
According to the hadeeth of Umaamah al-Baahili (may Allaah be pleased with him), the
Prophet (peace and blessings of Allaah be upon him) said of the Dajjaal: “Part of his fitnah
will be that he will say to a Bedouin, Do you think that if I resurrect your father and mother
for you that you will testify that I am your lord?‟ He will say, „Yes.‟ So two devils will
appear to him in the image of his father and mother, saying, „O my son, follow him for he is
your lord.‟” (Narrated by Ibn Maajah, no. 4067. Classed as saheeh by al-Albaani, Saheeh alJaami’ al-Sagheer, hadeeth 7752).
14) Maseeh Dajjaal who is born among Muslims to cheat believers,
Mohammed (s) said Maseeh Dajjaal is born in my Ummah & cheat many (Ibne Maja vol3, abu
daud vol. 3.)
15) Ahmad Mahdi & Abdullah are names of Mahdi,
33- Ghaibat Tusi: It is narrated from Fazal from Ismail bin Ayyash from Amash from Abu Wael
from Huzaifah that he said: I heard the Messenger of Allah (s.a.w.s.) say when Imam Mahdi
(A.S.) was mentioned in his presence:
“Indeed his allegiance will be given between Rukn and Maqam. He has three names: Ahmad,
Abdullah(Note:-In news I am telling that I am “Abdullah which means I am servant of
Allah” to calm down the foolish, hypocrites & ignorant Muslims.) and Mahdi.”

16) Damascus wall beside house of Abdullah bin Masood,
51- Ghaibat Tusi: It is narrated from Fazl from Ibne Abi Najran from Muhammad bin Sinan from
Husain bin Mukhtar from Imam Ja‟far Sadiq (A.S.) that he said:
“When the wall of the mosque of Kufa (bhongir metaphorically), which adjoins the house of
Abdullah bin Masud (Mahdi Abdulah bin Masud, as my father’s name is masood) is
destroyed, at that time the ruler of the people will disappear. At his disappearance, the Qaim will
come forth (Note:-When the enemies lead by foolish scholars as leaders disappeared then again I
went there, offered Tahajjud in demolished mosque, prayed Allah & moved away, it was 18th april
2016 most probably).”

17) Jesus of 2nd coming is from the line age of King David (a) as per Bible,
2 Esdras 12: 32
32 The lion represents the Messiah, whom God Most High has held back until the end. He
will be a descendant of David and will come and speak to the rulers. He will rebuke them for
their wickedness, their sinfulness, and their contempt for God's ways.

Rev 22:16
“I,Jesus, have sent My angel to give you this
testimony for the churches. I am the Root and theOffspring of
David, the bright Morning Star.”
18) Jesus being born again to a black woman ready to be grabbed by Maseeh Dajjaal but saved,
Bible NT Revelation 12
1 Then a great and mysterious sight appeared in the sky. There was a woman, whose dress was
the sun and who had the moon under her feet and a crown of twelve stars on her head.
2 She was soon to give birth, and the pains and suffering of childbirth made her cry out.
3 Another mysterious sight appeared in the sky. There was a huge red dragon with seven heads
and ten horns and a crown on each of his heads.
4With his tail he dragged a third of the stars out of the sky and threw them down to the earth. He
stood in front of the woman, in order to eat her child as soon as it was born.
5 Then she gave birth to a son, who will rule over all nations with an iron rod. But the child was
snatched away and taken to God and his throne.

19) Jesus coming with a new name but with same old meanings,
Rev 12:32 NT Bible
Him that overcometh will I make a pillar in the temple of my God, and he shall go no more
out: and I will write upon him the name of my God, and the name of the city of my God,
which is new Jerusalem, which cometh down out of heaven from my God: and I will write
upon him my new name.
20) Jesus is the only sealed prophecies breaker & most wise to recognize 666,
Rev NT Bible 5:5
4And

I began to weep bitterly, because no one was found worthy to open the scroll or
look inside it. 5Then one of the elders said to me, “Do
notweep! Behold, the Lion of the tribe of Judah, theroot of David, has triumphed to
open the scroll andits seven seals.”
18Here is a call for wisdom: Let the one who has insight calculate the number of the beast,for it
is the number of a man, and that number is six hundred sixty-six (666). (My note:-This challenge
nd
indirectly means none is wise or can know except the wisest Jesus of 2 coming)

Then the final hadiths will be read as “Jesus of 2nd coming is spiritual reincarnation as Mahdi whose
mother is from the lineage of prophet Mohammed (s) daughter by name Surayya, whose father Masood
is from Salman Farsi (rz) who is one of the descendants of prophet David (a), who is born as a true
Muslim to the victim parents of Maseeh Dajjaal, who broke the cross in green open ground surrounded
by hills & who also started fights with Maseeh dajjaal being young ignorant Muslim.”
The guest young true Muslim being tortured & hit on face, back, stomach, head & being thrown in hell
is none other than Jesus Christ the Mahdi himself among Muslims.
Prophecies of Bible, Quran & Hadiths say that only Jesus Christ of 2 nd coming the Mahdi Messiah will
be able to know the real Maseeh Dajjaal, fight him & ultimately destroy him completely. And the
sealed prophecies of Quran, hadiths, Bible say that Jesus Christ will be reborn as Mahdi among Muslims.
And he will do his job. So it clearly means that young man among Muslims going as a guest of Maseeh
Dajjaal is none other than Jesus Christ the Mahdi himself.

Remember all the prophecies of Jesus Christ second coming as Mahdi show a
kind of close relation between him & Maseeh Dajjaal. The associated scenes of
Jesus Chist the Mahdi with Maseeh Dajjaal proves a kind of religious relation
between them. And ultimately Jesus Christ the Mahdi recognizes Maseeh Dajjaal
& completely destroys it.
It means there will be a relation between Jesus Christ of Second coming & Maseeh dajjaal since his
birth. It is also mentioned that Jesus Christ the Mahdi will be a true Muslim who will be an ignorant
young boy & his parents being the victims of Maseeh Dajjaal already will force him to follow Maseeh
Dajjaal. Even Jesus Christ the Mahdi’s younger brother will be one among Maseeh dajjaal’s followers.
They will behave like satans against him in ignorance. This also proves that the Jesus Christ of 2nd coming
will be born among Maseeh Dajjaal’s group & then ultimately destroy their false religious dynasty. The
Old Testament Bible 11:37 also say that Messiah will come out of Hyderabad & speak to 4rth caliph of
Maseeh Dajjaal ultimately killing him through curse. Hadiths of Ibne Maja also certify this prophecy. It
says that 3 sons of a ruler will die & 4rth will be the Mahdi who will gain all Muslim’s treasure for holy
work. Even the 1886 20 february vision of Maseeh Dajjaal Mirza Ghulam Ahmad also says the same. In
his vision he got a sign of Allah’s mercy before any of his claims that “a young boy with holy spirit will
come to them as a guest who will be 4rth”.
Another hadiths say that Maseeh Dajjaal will kill the young man first & again resurrect him. This means
Jesus Christ Mahdi will also become spiritually dead in ignorance first then due to support of Holy Spirit
he will rise against Maseeh Dajjaal with authority & more powerful faith.

1) (a) The descent of Jesus Christ in Baitul Muqaddas (Holy House mosque Aqsa) during
Fajar prayer on eastern side of Damascus in presence of 400 women & 800 men. Maseeh
Dajjaal will be outside the gate with many believers along with their weapons. Those
persons mouth will be like shields.

Most of the believers gathered in Baitul Muqaddas & their Imam was a pious man: - The
White tower on mosque Aqsa is built by Maseeh Dajjaal Mirza Ghulam Ahmad & his entire Jamat.
It‟s exactly on eastern side of Damascus & east of Makkah & Madina where Maseeh Dajjaal lived.
I went there on already constructed white tower of mosque Aqsa in 1991 A.D. without any prior
plannings. Just I had a vision that some one is taking me to a white twoer of a mosque & it camer
true. This scene happened with me in 1991 A.D. when Maseeh Dajjaal Mirza Tahir Ahmad
arrived in an aeroplane during winter season with sunglasses on eyes with one body guard. At
that time 70 from Jewish tribes gathered in Punjab Qadian, India for 100 years celebration of their
Ahmadiyya group from worldwide. They were having black flags with them. Almost forty to fifty
thirty thousand Indians were already there but many people have joined from worldwide making
the figure around 70 K. Entire Punjab was full with terrorism & many soldiers were on the way
asking me “where are you going?” & I used to say to meet a religious man who has come from
outside India. I was the guest of Ahmadies from Hyderabad, Deccan India with two paternal anti‟s
sons as my guardians. I was an ignorant young boy & don‟t know anything about Ahmadiyya
Jamat or their claims. When I met Mirza Tahir Ahmad 4rth vice-regent & 3rd genetical son of
Mirza Ghulam Ahmad there was a joke. All people laughed & I was also laughing then holy spirit
descended upon me making me against Mirza Tahir Ahmad. Being ignorant I was supported with
Holy Spirit of Allah & started calling Mirza Tahir Ahmad to be a satan instead of respecting him. I
couldn‟t know that he is Maseeh Dajjaal but only knew that he was satanic man. He had already
finished the fajar prayer & I had to pray behind him.
From „Abd-Allaah ibn „Umar (may Allaah be pleased with him), who said: “The
Messenger of Allaah (peace and blessings of Allaah be upon him) said: „Whilst I was
sleeping, I saw myself performing Tawaaf around the Ka‟bah, when I saw a dark man
with straight hair, standing between two other men, with water dripping from his
head. I asked, “Who is this?” They said, “The son of Maryam.” Then I turned and saw
a ruddy-complexioned man, well built, with curly hair, blind in his right eye, with his
eye looking like a floating grape. I asked, “Who is this?” They said, “This is the
Dajjaal.” The person who looks most like him is Ibnu Qatan.‟” (Narrated by alBukhaari, no. 6508; Ibn Qatan was a man from Banu Mustalaq from Khuzaa‟ah).
(b) Water drops will fall from hair of Jesus when lowering his head & water drops like
pearls will fall from his hair when he raises his head:- This match with another prophecy of
Biharul Anwar that Mahdi will say like Moses (a) that “I ran away from you & when Allah gave me
wisdom he made me one of his rasools”. After the Fajar prayer all this Holy Spirit scene started
with me. Many Ahmadies tortured me & then I returned home as if I have lost my mental status.
My parents immediately took me to religious people, sacrificed animals & then ultimately admitted
me into a private mental hospital assuming to be mental depression etc. But they didn‟t know that
it was Holy Spirit upon me. And now in 2016 I have again raised the head against them with
wisdom.

(b) Both Reddish fat Maseeh Dajjaal & Wheatish Jesus Christ son of Marium (a) will be
going round the kaaba: - I was present with 2 guardians & Mirza Tahir Ahmad was present with
one body guard wearing sunglasses on his eyes. We were both present along with others in the
mosque aqsa & around it in 1991 A.D. I had gone there from Batala to Qadian in the coal railway
engine especially & had given many whistle from engine wires. I was in a red robe which I wore
over my white shirt (There was another prophecy in Bible Revelation that Christ will be wearing
red robe). I was 18 years young beautiful with best wheatish complexion.
(c) All the followers of Maseeh Dajjaal gathered at one place for a religious preaching,
gatherings with their shields, swords, getting ready for religious debates etc:- All the
Ahmadies the followers of Maseeh Dajjaal had gathered there with holy books, proofs of their
claims & religious speeches. And I was there among them as an ignorant boy. They were wearing
sweaters, black blankets & shawls over their body to be saved from severe cold in the month of
December. This was their first ever universal gathering with their Vice-regent after formation of
Independent India. After the partition of Pakistan & Bangladesh when already peace had formed
in Indian sub-continent. When religious wars had come to an end.
(d) Jesus Christ son of Marium will find Maseeh Dajjaal on Baab Ludd in Palestine, a little
away from a mount Afiq & kill him there. His breath & eyesight will reach to him. If he won‟t
kill him then he will melt like salt in water but Jesus will kill him through his single weapon
& show blood to all :-Then people returned to their respective countries & I also had to return as
an ignorant till 2000 A.D. When Allah showed me through vision about Maseeh Dajjaal. I got up
against it & after searching for few days found it to be Mirza Ghulam Ahmad‟s vice-regent Mirza
Tahir Ahmad. I came to know it near Afzal Gunj mosque of Ahmadies where there was a fight
between me & them on the same issue in 2001 A.D. And I printed a book with the curse for his
death due to chest pain because I invited him to surrender me & my people but he didn‟t respond.
He was settled in London island. From this place of fight my books reached to him & then due to
heart attack he died in April 23rd 2003 A.D. as an ignorant non-Muslim though he was very pious.
(e) Bible OT 2 Esdras 11:37 prophecy that Messiah will come from Hyderabad as a guest &
speak to 4rth animal came true & fulfilled in 1991 A.D. And Hadith prophecy also came true
that Mahdi will come as 4rth when 3 sons of a religious ruler will die & none of them will
get the treasure of Muslims: - I went from Hyderabad Deccan as an ignorant boy for the first
time all alone so long around 2400 kms by train with 2 cousins as my guardians along with many
of my Ahmadiyya Muslim relatives. And in 1991 A.D. Allah made me against Ahmadiyya Jamat
without my personal intention. In 2003 A.D. Mirza Tahir Ahmad died after this dispute from mine.
My family members all left Ahmadiyyat immediately & became my believers. This entire
Ahmadiyya Jamat is the treasure of Muslims collected by Maseeh Dajjaal & belongs to real
Messiah. And the true holy knowledge & signs of Messiah is the real treasure which none of the
children of False Messiah got. They had been serving the entire Ahmadiyya Jamat & spread in
206 countries now.

(f) Bible Rev.12 prophecy came true & fulfilled. The prophecy say that I will be tried by
Satan during my birth. Hadiths of Ibne Maja Volume 3 page 482-489 & Hinduism prophecy
of Lord Shiva‟s transformation into Aruna Chala (Red Hills) fulfilled. And the prophecy of
Andhra Pradesh to be Messiah‟s place also came true:- I was born in Niloufer Hospital
between 2 to 5 A.M on Saturday early morning & Friday night in 1973 A.D. on 24th Mach. I myself
being Messiah is called as temple of Allah means in me there is light of Allah. The foundation of
th

Aqsa temple was kept on 24 March in Israel & in New Testament I am called as temple of Allah
rd

which will be demolished & on 3 day it will rise again. So this time lso after 1880 years I am
reborn on 24rth March. The prophecy of Hinduism also came true that Lord Shiva (Mahdi) will
transform himself on Red Hills. And the prophecy of Red Hills in Ibne Maja also came true that
Maseeh Dajjaal will come near Red Hills where the coastal land ended. And Hyderabad Deccan
eing coastal land‟s capital has Red Hills in this city. So Maseeh Dajjaal will come where Messiah
is born. And Messiah the Lord Shiva is born in Red Hills & Hadiths say that Maseeh Dajjaal will
also come to this area. My father will be white & Mother black. So it happened. I am born as
wheatish man (like a wheat wearing 2 yellow sheets, the yellow straw or hay). Word Andhra is
derived from Sanskrit word “Andhram” which is further derived from Trilinga or the hills of Shiva.
Sambhala is the place in Andhra Pradesh which was unknown to mankind. It is disclosed as
Hyderabad, Red hills. Koka & Vikoka (in Hinduism) are the 2 horns of Satan (hadiths) the 1st
Beast & 2nd Beast mentioned in Bible Revelation 13 also. So Shiva is Mahdi & prophecy is
fulfilled. In another Hindu prophecy of Padma Puran last savior will be born in a place where Lion
lives. It means Hyderabad. The prophecy of Gesar khan‟s birth say that he will be born on
Saturday. Bible NT says that Jesus Christ is the lord of the Sabbat (Saturday).
(g) As per prophecies of 2 Esdras 13 OT, Rev. 13 NT Bible & Hadiths that Maseeh Dajjaal &
Messiah will come together on a common place where there will be a mosque from a
mysterious land came true.:- In 1991 A.D. I Messiah Mahdi & Maseeh Dajjaal were seen
together doing Allah‟s works independently but with negative & positive roles in 1991 A.D. No one
could even imagine that place Qadian, Gurdaspur District, Punjab State from where the Maseeh
Dajjaal & Messiah rise.
(2) A young man will go to Maseeh Dajjaal & on the way the men with weapons will meet
him. Ultimately that young man will be beaten on head, stomach, back but not killed till the
followers of Maseeh Dajjal take him to their master. Then he will be cut into 2 pieces &
thrown in hell. The young man will come back alive with copper neck & say that “You are
Maseeh Dajjaal”. The parents of Maseeh Dajjal, Mahdi (young Muslim boy) & brother will
become spiritually dead the victims of Maseeh Dajjaal & live again spiritually when
disconnected from it:- In 2008 A.D. I was caught on road by Maseeh Dajjaal followers with
armed Police, hit on face, back & stomach badly. There was a 2004 case pending when I had
distributed the pamphlets against Maseeh Dajjaal. They wanted to kill me but said that their
master have ordered to bring me safely. Then I was cut from my family for 58 days & put in jail.
After coming back I started preaching more about Maseeh Dajjaal. My injured foto has come in

the news paper of Gurdaspur district in Punjab dated 2007 December 31-january 3 2008. I am
clearly seen very much injured by Maseeh Dajjaal‟s attack. Mahdi is a complete project of Allah
with entire family. So I am half without my family. I was cut from my family for 58 days. Then I
rejoined with my family & more children were born. I announce publicly about Ahmadiyya Jamat
being Maseeh Dajjaal in the news paper 2008 Friday 25th Jagbaani & Punjab Kesri in Punjab with
fotoes of Mirza Ghulam Ahmad as Maseeh Dajjaal.

Mahdi eliminating Maseeh dajjaal on Friday afternoon..biharul
anwar..a common custom of ahmadies to join in jumma prayers
in their particular mosque only..it matched with reality also.
Sahih Muslim Hadiths say that Messiah will descend in the
condition when the boy will be laughing or the Jesus Christ son
of Marium will descend in laughing condition as a young boy in
presence of Maseeh Dajjaal. If we take “Jesus Christ son of
Marium” as a separate person then it will mean “the Holy Spirit
off Allah” supported the young Muslim boy Mahdi the
reincarnation of Jesus Christ. Due to my own joke Mirza Tahir
Ahmad, his followers & I laughed a lot. And since then I became
against Ahmadiyya Jamat. I was supported with the Holy Spirit &
became spiritually alive by naturally coming out of this group.
The Khilafath of Maseeh Dajjaal in disguise of true perfect Muslim.
People from East with black flags helping Mahdi are actually Maseeh
Dajjaal‟s followers: - (Note:-The treasure of Muslims is actually the Maseeh
Dajjaal‟s religious umpire built worldwide. Being duplicate Messiah‟s religious
dynasty they built it for real Mahdi in ignorance. The only true Khilafat based upon
prophethood of Mohammed (s) is Ahmadiyya Jammat enslaved by a Satanic False
Messiahnic religious Kingdom):- There is no Islamic Khilafat system (Vice-regent
system) upon entire earth based upon the prophethood of Mohammed (s). It‟s there only
in Ahmadiyya Jamat which is Maseeh Dajjaal. I real Messiah have arrived & Daabbatul
Ard is revealed as Peacock through angel Gabriel (a) who spoke worldwide through
internet. Hadiths says that the Khilafat system will already be there before real Jesus
Christ Mahdi‟s arrival. So I found only this Ahmadiyya Jamat the Maseeh Dajjaal having
Islamic Khilafath upon earth. They are perfect in all their deeds, faiths & true believers of
Islam but cheated by False Messiah Mirza Ghulam Ahmad & his vice-regents. They
were in need of rectification from Allah. The followers of Maseeh Dajjaal are actually the
victims & innoscent people. They are not real enemies of Allah but are foolish believers.
They need immediate savior from Allah. All their wealth, sacrifices & majority is being
misutilized by Satan. Their right eye which see truth have become blind & they are very
much hypnotized by Maseeh Dajjaal. All of them knew the respect of real Messiah but
being misutilized by Satan.

[43:60] He was only Our servant on whom We bestowed Our favour, and We made
him an example for the children of Israel. (To certify this verse real Messiah should
appear as an example or to make them understand that “see the messiah whom you
have followed compare with real Messiah”? See the difference between Messiah &
Maseeh Dajjaal, you all nonsence people)

[43:64] And when Jesus came with clear proofs, he said, „Truly I am come to you
with wisdom, and to make clear to you some of that about which you differ. So
fear Allah and obey me. (To rectify their mistakes)

Remember that the Maseeh Dajjaal is also coming from east from a place Khorasan &
black flags people are also coming from east from a place Khorasan. Means of
Khorasan is “the land where sun rises”. It means “East”. (2) As per hadiths Jesus Christ
Mahdi is descending among the group of Maseeh Dajjaal who are from Bani Israel. (3)
70 k Bani Israel or Bani Isaaq or Jews are with Maseeh Dajjaal after 3 partitions in a
peninsula (Symbolically Qustuntuniya which means Sub Continent India). (4) There will
be deaths of 3 chiefs who will be sons of a ruler. Then black flags will come from east &
those black flags people will kill the Arabs (Muslims) in such a way which never
happened earlier (This means killing spiritually, defeating in debates which never
happened earlier. Ahmadiyya Jamaat defeated all Muslims in debates about Jesus
Christ Mahdi but failed in proving Mirza Ghulam Ahmad to be real Mahdi).They were
denied by Muslims & did not get the treasure but after this Mahdi will get it. (5) Maseeh
Dajjaal‟s followers faces will be like shields who will come from Khorasan (it means they
will succed through mouth speeches). (6) Quran says “Jesus Christ is for Bani Israel”.
And hadiths certify the arrival of Jesus Christ Mahdi among Bani Israel‟s group. His
looks are also like Bani Isarel men. It means he is from the family of Bani Israel. It also
certifies the children of Isaaq (a). And Yaqoob (a) is son of Isaaq (a). And among
children of Israel (yaqoob (a)) are Jews also. Bible says that Jesus Christ is from the
family of King David (s) who is from the Bani Israel & Yahuda (Jew). Zotoastians say that
Angra Mainyu (Maseeh Dajjaal) & real Messiah Soashyant Ahura Mazda (Jesus Chrst
Mahdi) are from same parents & brothers genetically with opposite roles & nature. It
means one is False Messiah & another is true Messiah. Hindus say that “in Raakshes
law brother will kill another brother for power”. This myth is associated with the
“Rudraksh (tears of angryman)”. (7) Hadith is ordering all mankind to go & join Mahdi
who will be in a group of black flags people coming from Khorasan the east. (8) Hadiths
also say that Mahdi will suffer many things like becoming houseless, exile from city,
hardships, attacks from Maseeh Dajjal, other opponents & then a group of black flags
people from east will come forming the dynasty of Mahdi. They will hand over the
treasure to Mahdi who will then fill the earth with justice. All should go & join him even by
crawling on knees upon ice mountains. It also means that there will be already khilafat of
Maseeh Dajjaal upon entire earth. But this will Be the actual treasure of real Khalifa
Mahdi. And then only as per Islamic law it shall be given to real Jesus Christ of second
coming the Mahdi.
Hadith 1
Thawban said, "The Prophet said: 'Three men will be killed at the place where your treasure is.
Each of them will be the son of a Khalifah, and none of them will get hold of the treasure. Then
black banners will come out of the east...' If you see him, go and give him your allegiance, even
if you have to crawl over ice, because he is the Khalifah of Allah, the Mahdi.'"

When you see black flags coming from khorasan, then go & join in him because among
them there will be Mahdi. (This means The Khilafat will be given to Mahdi by the Maseeh
Dajjaal‟s people, as the treasure & then all should join into that group. Abu Dawood. It will
be in Syria=India).

Muslim :: Book 41 : Hadith 6979
Abu Huraira reported Allah's Apostle (may peace he upon him) saying: You have heard about a
city the one side of which is in the land and the other is in the sea (Constantinople). They said:
Allah's Messenger, yes. Thereupon he said: The Last Hour would not come unless seventy
thousand persons from Bani lsra'il would attack it. When they would land there, they will neither
fight with weapons nor would shower arrows but would only say:" There is no god but Allah and
Allah is the Greatest," that one side of it would fall. Thaur (one of the narrators) said: I think that
he said: The part by the side of the ocean. Then they would say for the second time:" There is
no god but Allah and Allah is the Greatest" that the second side would also fall, and they would
say:" There is no god but Allah and Allah is the Greatest," that the gates would be opened for
them and they would enter therein and, they would be collecting spoils of war and distributing
them amongst themselves that a noise would be heard and It would be said: Verily, Dajjal has
come. And thus they would leave everything there and would turn to him.

Sunan Ibn Majah, v2, Tradition #4082
The Prophet (PBUH ) said: "We (I and my family) are members of a household that Allah (SWT)
has chosen for them the life of the Hereafter over the life of this world; and the members of my
household (Ahlul-Bayt) shall suffer a great affliction and they shall be forcefully expelled from
their homes & exile after my death; then there will come people from the East carrying black
flags, and they will ask for some good to be given to them, but they shall be refused service; as
such, they will wage war and emerge victorious, and will be offered that which they desired in
the first place, but they will refuse to accept it till they pass it to a man from my family (AhlulBayt) appears to fill the Earth with justice as it has been filled with corruption. So whoever
reaches that (time) ought to come to them even if crawling on the ice/snow since among them is
the Vice-regent of Allah (Khalifatullah) al-Mahdi."
References: Sunan Ibn Majah, v2, Tradition #4082,
The History Tabari al-Sawa'iq al-Muhriqah, by Ibn Hajar, Ch. 11, section 1, pp 250-251
It was narrated by Ahmed in his Musnad, from Al-Nu‟man b. Bashir, who said: “We were
sitting in the mosque of the Messenger of Allah (saw), and Bashir was a man who did not
speak much, so Abu Tha‟labah Al-Khashnee came and said: „Oh, Bashir bin Sa‟ad, have you
memorized the words of the Messenger of Allah (saw) regarding the rulers?‟ Huthayfah
replied, „I have memorized his words‟. So Abu Tha‟labah sat down and Huthayfah said, „The
Messenger of Allah (saw) said „Prophet-hood will be amongst you as long as Allah wishes,
then He will lift it up when He wishes to lift it up. Then there will be a Khilafah on the way of

the Prophet, and it will be as long as Allah wishes it to be, then Allah will lift it up when He
wishes to lift it up. Then there will be an inheritance rule ()عاضً ا مل ًكا, and it will last as long as
Allah wishes it to, then Allah will lift it up if when He wishes to lift it up. Then there will be a
coercive rule()ج بري ة مل ًكا, and it will last as long as Allah wishes it to be, then Allah will lift it
up when He wishes to lift it up. Then there will be a Khilafah on the way of Prophethood.‟ Then he was silent.”
Reference: Masnad Ahmed bin Hanbal (Hadith # 18430) , As-Saheeha al-Albani (Hadith #
5). It has been declared Hasan by Sh‟uaib Arnaoot, and al-Albani classified it as Sahih. The
text quoted is the one from Masnad Ahmed.

Another Narration
On the authority of Thawban, the Messenger of Allah (upon whom be blessings and peace)
said:
The Prophet Sallallahu „Alaihi Wa Sallam said: "Before your treasure, three will kill each other
-- all of them are sons of a different caliph but none will be the recipient. Then the Black
Banners will appear from the East and they will kill you in a way that has never before been
done by a nation (symbolically meaning defeat all opponents through speeches)."
Thawban, a companion said: 'Then he said something that I do not remember by heart' then
continued to say that the Prophet, praise and peace be upon him, said: "If you see him give him
your allegiance, even if you have to crawl over ice, because surely he is the Caliph of Allah, the
Mahdi. If you see the black (meaning war) flags coming from Khurasan, join that army, even if
you have to crawl over ice, for this is the army of the Caliph, the Mahdi and no one can stop that
army until it reaches Jerusalem (This Jerusalem means the white Minar mosque Aqsa built
by Maseeh Dajjaal, in Qadian Punjab, India)."
Ibne Majah Page 300, Also in Ahmad's Musnad, al-Haakim's Mustadrak and, Al Busiri,
Ahmad Nuaym, Ad-Daylami, Hasan, ibn Sufyaan, and Abu Nuaym

The disagreement occurred by me the real Mahdi in 2000 till 2003 A.D. I came to
know Mirza Taher Ahmad 4rth caliph is actually Maseeh Dajjaal. He was killed by
my curse when he disagreed to surrender himself to me along with entire jamat
Ahmadiyya. Mirza Taher Ahmad died in 2003 A.D. & his Jamat also did not accept
me as real Messiah. Then in 2008 A.D. I shifted from city to a nearby village in
Upperpally Rajender nagar Indias. Mirza Taher Ahmad is actually the grandson of
Mirza Ghulam Ahmad the main Maseeh Dajjaal. He was the 3 rd man of his
generation. First son was Mirza Mahmoud Basheer, 2 nd was his son Mirza Naser
Ahmad & Mirza Taher Ahmad. So these all 3 sons were the sons of a religious
dynasty ruler Mirza Ghulam Ahmad. He also had a vision of a guest boy who will
come to clean them from falsehood in 1886 20 february. This inspiration to him
was from Allah before any of his claims. It said that “the guest boy who is given
Holy Spirit will be the maker of 3rd as fourth”. This means the real Mahdi Messiah
will come as the guest of Maseeh Dajjaal after his 2 sons & during his 3 rd son.
This is also mentioned in Hadiths that 3 sons of a ruler will die & none could get
the treasure. This treasure is actually the real knowledge of all true hadiths & the

real throne of Messiah Mahdi. Mirza Mahmoud Basheer claimed to be the
promised son who will clean Ahmadiyya Jamat from falsehood in 1944 A.D. but
he was not that promised Messiah nor his 2 sons Mirza Naser Ahmad & Mirza
Taher Ahmad. They all failed & then I arrived among them when they were
celebrating 100 years with black flags in Qadian Punjab, India in 1991 A.D. That‟s
why Mohammed (s) said that when you see the black flags coming from east the
khorasan (land of rising sun), go and join it because Mahdi is among them.”. And
one more hadiths say that these black flags people will ultimately help Mahdi &
then all should join him.
This scene happened in 2012 14th may during jumadi sani & rajab. This is actual
rented house of Mahdi with family. This place is just away from own house of
Mahdi. In between there was a ground, a way leading to city (median). It‟s a
village (symbolically makka). Prophecies of Old testament Bible & other hadiths
of clock tower also came true in this year. When Mahdi was exactly 40 years
old.This was a public announcement whose voice came from sky through
satellite channel. At this time the Abdul Shareef Yamani‟s channel news also have
come, the Sufyani (symbolically leaders) AMIM people also attacked, surrounded
the house of Mahdi to bring him out forcibly. The satanic news also came through
this channel. It entered all the houses of the Muslims who were behind the
curtains. This hadiths is actually through vision of Mohammed (s). It‟s
interpretations came true in India, Upperpally, Rajendernagar, chintalmet, in 2012
A.D.
Narrated Umm Salamah, Ummul Mu'minin:
The Prophet (peace_be_upon_him) said: Disagreement will occur at the death of a caliph and
a man of the people of Medina will come flying forth to Mecca. Some of the people of Mecca
will come to him, bring him out against his will when he will be unwilling and swear allegiance
to him between the Corner and the Maqam. An expeditionary force will then be sent against him
from Syria (India) but will be swallowed up in the desert between Mecca and Medina (between
city & village). When the people see that, the eminent saints of Syria (India) and the best people
of Iraq (Pakistan) will come to him and swear allegiance to him between the Corner and the
Maqam.
This hadiths is about the attack of a group headed by a man of Quraish whose maternal
uncle will be from the Bani Kalb. It happened in 2013 A.D. December 18 th. These people
attacked the family of Mahdi who overcame their attack. His name is Mirza Amer Ali Baig
from family of Quraysh. He is also the Mahdi‟s maternal uncle‟s son. This family is from
Quraysh tribe.

Then there will arise a man of Quraysh whose maternal uncles belong to Kalb and send against
them an expeditionary force which will be overcome by them, and that is the expedition of Kalb.
Disappointed will be the one who does not receive the booty of Kalb. He will divide the
property, and will govern the people by the Sunnah of their Prophet (peace_be_upon_him) and
establish Islam on Earth. He will remain seven years, then die, and the Muslims will pray over
him.

There are many similar narrations. All of them mention the sons of Khulafa before the
advent of Mahdi.
It was narrated by Al-Haakim, and classified as Sahih, the narration of Abdullah b. „Amr,
who said: “There will come a time when there will not be one believer left, but will rush to
Al-Shaam.”
Reference: Mastadrak Al Haakim (Hadith # 8413), Dhahbi says it is according to the
conditions of Bukhari and Muslim, in his Talkhees
It will be a time saying: "Either you are with us or against us “! It will be a time when
Khilafah will be revived in Ash Shaam (India), and it would become a compulsion on all
muslims to submit to that Khilafah! Ash Shaam would become a Dar ul Hijrah, and
Muslims throughout the globe who are in Dar ul Kufr will have no other option but to go and
join Ash Shaam (The only Darul Islam, Darussalam and Dar ul Hijrah) on the globe.
People will give Bai‟ah to Imam Al Mahdi in Makkah, and perhaps later on he‟ll move his
center to Bait Al Maqdis (Mosque Aqsa Qadian built by Maseeh Dajjaal in 1908 where
real Messiah also appeared to destroy them in 1991 A.D.).

Some Arabs will fight with Mahdi [a.s] and they will be defeated
Dawud :: Book 36 : Hadith 4273

Note:-This hadiths is pointing to Baitul Muqaddas mosque Aqsa of Qadian Punjab India where Maseeh
Dajjaal is ruling.
“Abu Huraira (RA) says that Rasul-Ullah (SAW) said: (Armies carrying) black flags will come from
Khurasan, no power will be able to stop them and they will finally reach Eela (Aqsa Mosque in Jerusalem)
where they will erect their flags” (5)
“He will appear on the way between Syria (India) and Iraq (Pakistan) and will spread mischief right and
left (both countries). O slaves of Allah! Remain adhered to the truth.'' (Muslim, 1808)
“Dajjal will emerge from a region in the east called “Khorasan” (means East).” (Ibn-I Maja, Tirmidhi)
“Anas ibn Malik narrated that Allah's Apostle (peace be upon him) said: The Dajjal would be followed by
seventy thousand Jews of Isfahan wearing Persian shawls.”

Maseeh Dajjaal will emerge between Syria and Iraq, and his emergence will become
known when he is in Isfahaan at a place called Yahudea.

The treasure of Muslims: - It is called as nectar also among Hinduism. It is obtained on
churning the ocean of Milk based on a saviour‟s grave (Vishnu in the form of turtle). The
raakshes (dajjals) & the Devtas (true Muslims) will both struggle for the wisdom or hidden
secrets of Holy books (especially Quran & Hadiths). But all will fail & in the meantime all the
wealth from earth will come out. Hadiths also say that the earth will bring out all its treasures.
But the main treasure “Nectar (Amrit)” will not come out until its poison is drunk by Shiva which

means the sins of the world should be vanished first. Hadiths say that 3 sons of a ruler will die &
none will get the treasure & 4rth person will be Mahdi to gain it. It means the real facts of the
Quran & Hadith‟s wisdom, sealed prophecies will be only broken by real Mahdi (Shiva). It
means the actual secrets sealed in the holy books about Jesus Christ second coming as Mahdi
will not be gained by any person except the real Mahdi. Hadiths of Abou Dawood says that the
Maseeh Dajjaal will be having the things of “shubhaat” & Quran says that those who have evil in
their hearts will hunt for the shubhaat but Allah knows them. And in another verse Allah said that
he grants wisdom & guides to whomever he wishes. Now the secret that Jesus Christ Mahdi is
just a rasool (apostle, sent by Allah) without nabuwat (prophethood) & the sealed prophecies
revealed practically by Jesus Christ Mahdi himself. And these things the entire world couldn‟t
get it or reveal them. Quran is addressing to 2 rasools is known now. One with Prophet
Mohammed (s) & another with Jesus Christ the Mahdi. Ahmadiyya Jamat has collected lot of
funds, properties & established their centres in 206 countries worldwide through deceit. But this
is also another treasure of Muslims to be handed over to real Mahdi for Islam‟s prevailation. The
word susceptible (Matashabaha) is matched with Hadees of Abou Dawood that Maseeh
Dajjaal will cheat people by susceptible (Matashabaha) verses & signs.
n the hadeeth of al-Nawwaas ibn Sam‟aan about the Dajjaal, it is reported that the
Sahaabah said: “O Messenger of Allaah, how long will he stay on the earth?” He said,
“Forty days: one day like a year, one day like a month, one day like a week, and the rest
of the days like your days.” … They said, “How fast will he travel through the earth?” He
said, “Like the clouds when they are driven by the wind. He will come to some people
and call them, and they will believe in him and respond to him. Then he will command
the sky to rain, and the earth to bring forth vegetation, and their cattle will come back
to them in the evening, with their humps very high, and their udders full of milk, and
their flanks stretched. Then he will come to another people and will call them, but they
will reject him. So he will leave them and they will be stricken with famine, with none of
their wealth in their hands. He will pass by ruins and will say, „Bring forth your treasure!‟
– and the treasure will follow him like a swarm of bees. Then he will call a man who is
brimming with youth, and will strike him with a sword and cut him in two, then (he will
put the pieces apart from one another) the distance of an archer from his target. Then
he will call him, and the young man will come forward smiling, with his face shining.”
(narrated by Muslim, 5228)

Asbagh bin Nubatah stood up and said: O Maula! Who would Dajjal be? He replied,
‘The name of Dajjal is Saeed bin Saeed (This means the Chief son of Chief
pointing to the son of Khalifa). Thus one who supports him is unfortunate. And are
fortunate who deny him. He shall emerge from Yahoodiya village of Isfahan.
He shall be blind in the right eye. The left would be on the forehead like a bloody
piece, which would be glinting like the morning star. On his forehead would be

inscribed: ‘Kafir ’ (disbeliever) which would readable to the literate as well as the
illiterate. He shall jump into the seas. The Sun will follow him. A mountain of smoke
will precede him and a white mountain will follow him, which in times of famine will
be mistaken to be a mountain of food (bread).
He shall be mounted on a white ass. One step of that ass will be of one mile. Whichever
spring or well he reaches, will dry up forever. He will call out aloud, which shall be
audible to all in the east and the west from the Jinns, humans and satans. He would tell
his friends: “I am the one who created then shaped. And I estimated and guided. I am
your High Lord.” That enemy of Allah will be a liar. He shall be a one-eyed man
having human needs, who walks about while your Lord is neither one-eyed nor in need
of food. He neither walks nor is there decline for him. He is above all things.
Know that the majority of his followers will be persons of illegitimate birth and they
shall be wearing green caps. The Almighty Allah will have him eliminated on a Friday
after three hours would have passed in the evening on the Uqbah Afeeq at the hands of
one behind whom Prophet Isa (a.s.) would pray. Know that! After this will come to pass
the Great event.”
(Note:- Saeed bin Saeed is metaphorically or chief son of chief or khalifa son of khalifa
Mirza bin Mirza or Mirza son of Mirza .
Sayyid (also
spelled Syed, Saiyed, Seyd, Sayed, Sayyad, Sayyed, Saiyid, Seyed, Said and Seyyed)
(pronounced [səj.jɪd], Arabic:  ;سٌدmeaning Mister) (plural Sadah Arabic: سادة, Sāda(h), also
spelled Sadat) is an honorifictitle denoting people (Sayyid for males, Sayyida for females) accepted
as descendants of the Islamic prophet Muhammadthrough his grandsons, Hasan ibn Ali and Husayn
ibn Ali combined Hasnain,[1]:31 sons of Muhammad's daughter Fatimahand his son-in-law Ali (Ali ibn
Abi Talib).
Female sayyids are given the titles Sayyida, Alawiyah, or Sharifa. In some regions of the Islamic
world, such as in India, the descendants of Muhammad are given the title Amir or Mir,
meaning commander, general, or prince. Children of a Sayyida mother but a non-Sayyid father are
referred to as Mirza.
In the Arab world, sayyid is the equivalent of the English word "liege lord" or "master" when referring
to a descendant of Muhammad, as in Sayyid Ali Sultan.[4] The word sidi (from the contracted
form sayyidī, 'my liege') is often used in Arabic.)

Narrated
Abu
Hurayrah:
The Prophet (Peace be upon him) said: The Last Hour will not come before there come forth thirty
liar Dajjals (fraudulents) lying on Allah and His Apostle.(Sunan Abi Dawud 4334 : Book 39, Hadith
44)

Quran 3:8 :-

He it is Who has sent down to thee the Book; in it there are verses that are

decisive in meaning — they are the basis of the Book — and there are others that are
susceptible of different interpretations. But those in whose hearts is perversity pursue such
thereof as are susceptible (Matashabaha) of different interpretations, seeking discord
and seeking wronginterpretation of it. And none knows its right interpretation except Allah
and those who are firmly grounded in knowledge; they say, „We believe in it; the whole is
from our Lord.‟ — And none heed except those gifted with understanding. —

Hadiths:- Imaam Ahmad (19118), Abu Dawood (3762) and al-Haakim (4/31) narrated from „Imraan
ibn Husayn (may Allaah be pleased with him) that the Prophet (peace and blessings of Allaah be
upon him) said: “Whoever hears of the Dajjaal, let him keep far away from him, for a man will come
to him and think that he is a Believer because he will be having the things of susceptible
(Matashabaha) that are sent with him.”
Disagreement will occur at the death of a caliph and a man of the people of Medina
will come... flying forth to Mecca. Some of the people of Mecca will come to him, bring him
out against his will and give bay'ah to him between the Rukn and the Maqam. An
expeditionary force will then be sent against him from Syria but will be swallowed up in the
desert between Mecca and Medina. When the people see that, the God fearing people of
Syria(india) and the best people of Iraq (Pakistan) will come to him and swear
allegiance to him between the Corner and the Maqam. Then there will arise a man of
Quraysh whose maternal uncles belong to Kalb and send against them an expeditionary
force which will be overcome by them, and that is the expedition of Kalb. Disappointed will
be the one who does not receive the booty of Kalb. He will divide the property, and will
govern the people by the Sunnah of their Prophet (peace be upon him) and establish Islam
on Earth. He will remain seven years..."
Reference: Reported by at-Tabarani in al-Awsat , by Imam Ahmed in his Masnad and by
Abu Da‟wud in his Sunan. According to Haithmi in his Majma' az-Zawaid the transmitters in
at-Tabarani's narration are sound and authentic. But this hadith has been graded by alalbani as Da'eef in Ad Da'eefah and in The Takhreej of Sunan Abu Da'wud and also by
Sh'uaib Arnaoot in the Takhreej of Masnad Ahmed.
The portion “Disagreement will occur at the death of a caliph” indicates the return of
Khilafah before the coming of al-Mahdi.
"Three men, all of them sons of Khalifah, will fight over your treasure and none of
them will take it (My note:- This treasure is the property khilafath of true Messiah along
with the hidden wisdom, knowledge of Quran, hadiths & other holy books which the Maseeh
Dajjaal & his 3 sons couldn’t gain. This fight mentioned in hadiths is the struggle for the
wisdom of holy books & the secret prophecies sealed). Then black flags will appear in the
Orient, they will kill you in a manner in which no one had been killed before (My note:Spiritual killings). Thowban added the Prophet said something else that I do not remember

very well, then the Prophet said: "Then Mahdi will come, When you see this (man) pledge
allegiance to him even if this requires you to crawl on snow as he is the Caliph of Allah, Al
Mahdi"
Reference: Quoted by Al Haakim in his Mustadrak and he say it is according to the
conditions of Bukhari and Muslim an Ad Dahabi has supported his claim in the talkhees. Also
mentioned by Ibn e Majah in his Sunan with a different chain. Albani says its meaning is
authentic except for the statement: as he is the Caliph of Allah, Al Mahdi.
Perhaps the dispute mentioned is a dispute on Khilafah (or hold of Al-Ka‟ba) which is similar
to the narration mentioned above. The ending of the hadith tells us how to get out this
dispute.

Sahih ahadith of Muslim Armies with Black Banners to come
"Thawbaan reported that the Prophet (Sallallaahu `alayhi wa sallam) said, 'Three will fight for the
your treasure (of the Ka`bah), each of them the son of a 'Khaleefah', it will be rendered to none of
them. Then from the direction of the East will emerge black flags. Then they will fight you like they
have fought none before.' Then some words were spoken which I did not remember. He then said, 'If
you see him, give bay`ah to him even if you must crawl over ice. For, verily, he is the 'Khaleefah' of
Allah (Khaleefatullaah), the Mahdi". This Hadeeth is found in Ibn Maajah, Ahmad's Musnad, alHaakim's Mustadrak and others.
After analysing the chain of narration found in Ibn Maajah's Sunan the narrators are in the following
authentic unbroken reliable chain:
Muslim :: Book 41 : Hadith 6979
Abu Huraira reported Allah's Apostle (may peace he upon him) saying: You have heard about a city
the one side of which is in the land and the other is in the sea (Constantinople). They said: Allah's
Messenger, yes. Thereupon he said: The Last Hour would not come unless seventy thousand
persons from Bani lsra'il would attack it. When they would land there, they will neither fight with
weapons nor would shower arrows but would only say:" There is no god but Allah and Allah is the
Greatest," that one side of it would fall. Thaur (one of the narrators) said: I think that he said: The
part by the side of the ocean. Then they would say for the second time:" There is no god but Allah
and Allah is the Greatest" that the second side would also fall, and they would say:" There is no god
but Allah and Allah is the Greatest," that the gates would be opened for them and they would enter
therein and, they would be collecting spoils of war and distributing them amongst themselves that a
noise would be heard and It would be said: Verily, Dajjal has come. And thus they would leave
everything there and would turn to him.
Remember that Bani israel are either Arabs, in the West or Either the lost tribes in the East
which resides in Khurasan.
If we see black flags from east. Its Maseeh dajjaal only but no other.
Note:-The False Khalifa must be killed as per Islamic Law.

Sahih Muslim HadithHadith 4568 Narrated byAbuSa'id al-Khudri
The Messenger of Allah (peace be upon him) said: When oath of allegiance has been taken for two
caliphs, kill the one for whom the oath was taken later.
*Note:Because the other one has no right take office of caliphate when one caliph has already been
choosen.

The new Mosque Aqsa of end days is built by Maseeh Dajjaal mentioned in
Hadiths.
Medinah will be deserted, and all that remains in the city will be date palms. The just will have gone to join
Mahdi, and the evil to Dajjal Medinah will have been depopulated for forty years by the time of al-Qiyama.
RasoolAllah sallallahu „alayhi wa sallam says in the Hadith narrated by al-Bukhari:
ف ٌُرٌ ُد ع ََوافًَِ ال ِّسبَاع َو ا
ْ ٌَقُو ُل ٌَ ْت ُر ُكونَ ا ْل َمدٌِ َن َة َعلَى َخٌ ِْر مَا َكا َن
ان
ِ الطٌ ِْر َوآ
ِ ان ا ْل َمدٌِ َن َة ٌَ ْن ِع َق
ِ َان مِنْ م َُز ٌْ َن َة ٌ ُِرٌ َد
ِ ٌخ ُر مَنْ ٌُحْ َش ُر رَ ا ِع
ِ ِ ت ََل ٌ َْغ َشا َها إِ اَل ا ْلع ََوا
ِ
َ
َ
ْ
اع َخرا ا َعلَى وُ جُوه ِِهمَا
ِ ٌَ ِب َغ َنم ِِهمَا َف
ِ ج َدانِهَا َوحْ ًشا حَ اتى إِذا َبلَ َغا ثنِ اٌ َة ال َو َد
RasoolAllah sallallahu „alayhi wa sallam says they would leave Madinah in its best condition, there is
nothing wrong with Madinah. It is in its best condition and people would leave it and beasts and wild
animals would come in. Madinah would be empty to the extent that the wild animals would just come in
and birds would come in because the town is empty. And then two shepherds from Muzaynah would go
to Madinah with their sheep and they would find it empty, and when they reached to Thaniyyat Al-Wadaa‟
they would die. There is another Hadith in Muwatta al-Imaam Maalik, narrated by Abu Hurayrah:
ِّ ت حَ اتى ٌَدْ ُخ َل ا ْل َك ْلبُ أَ ْو
صلاى ا
ْ َن مَا َكا َن
ج ِد أَ ْو َعلَى ا ْل ِم ْنب َِر
َ هللا
ِ أَنا رَ سُو َل ا
ِ ْالذ ْئبُ َف ٌُغ َِّذي َعلَى بَع
ِ ْاري ا ْلمَس
ِ هللاُ َعلَ ٌْ ِه َو َسلا َم َقا َل لَ ُت ْترَ َكنا ا ْل َمدٌِ َن ُة َعلَى أَحْ س
ِ ض س ََو
ا
ِّ ُهللا َفلِمَنْ َت ُكون
ْ
الثمَا ُر َذلِ َ ا
َاع
ِ َف َقالُوا ٌَا رَ سُو َل ا
ِ الزمَانَ َقا َل لِلع ََوافًِ الطٌ ِْر َوال ِّسب
This Hadith in Muwatta al-Imaam Maalik, Abu Hurayrah radiallahu anhu says that RasoolAllah sallallahu
„alayhi wa sallam said Madinah would be left and deserted in its best condition, so a dog or a wolf would
come into the Masjid and urinate next to the pillars of the Masjid. A dog or a wolf would come in and
urinate in the Masjid next to a pillar and RasoolAllah sallallahu „alayhi wa sallam said, or on the pulpit, on
the Minbar. That means that Madinah is empty because who would let a dog go into the Masjid of
RasoolAllah sallallahu „alayhi wa sallam, on the Minbar and next to the pillars, but that shows you that the
town is deserted and empty. So dogs and wolves would come into the Masjid and they would urinate on
the pulpit and next to the pillars of the Masjid. The Sahaabah said, „Oh RasoolAllah, who would take athThimaar, who would harvest the crop?‟ Because Madinah was known for its dates and fruits, RasoolAllah
sallallahu „alayhi wa sallam said they would be left for the animals and birds, Madinah would be empty.
Baitul muqaddas ki aabadi mein madina ki kharabi…
Madinah mein wolf rehjainge…..

All Muslims take shelter in Sham……
Abu Qubayl al-Ma'afiri said: "While they are like that, a rider will come to them and say: "You are here, but
the Dajjal has taken your places among your families!" But it will be false. So whoever listens to the
scholars regarding that, then he will stay there along with the spoils that he won, and as for the others,
they will depart. And the Muslims will build mosques in Constantinople and invade the lands beyond it,
until the Dajjal comes out in the sixth (i.e. the sixth year or the sixth month)." (Nuaim bin
Hammad's Kitab al-Fitan)
Mu'az ibn Jabal narrated that the Prophet  و س لم ع ل يه هللا ص لىsaid: "Al-Malhama Al-Kubra (Big Battle),
conquest of Constantinople, and the coming-out of Dajjal (Anti-Christ) will be (occur) within (a period of)
seven months." (Abu Dawud and Ibn Maja)
The following Hadiths present the sequence of events:
Mu'az ibn Jabal narrated that the Prophet  و س لم ع ل يه هللا ص لىsaid: "Omran (Visit) of Bayt Al-Maqdis
(House of Holiness) will be (lead to) Halak (the pillaging and devastation) of Yathrib. The pillaging of
Yathrib will be (lead to) the outbreak of the Big Battle. The outbreak of the Big Battle will be (lead to) the
conquest of Constantinople (Sub continent, India). The conquest of Constantinople will be (lead to) the
coming-out of Dajjal (Anti-Christ). Then, ... said: This is as real as you (Mu'az ibn Jabal) are here or you
are sitting." (Abu Dawud)
Jaber bin Samra based on Nafi bin Otba reports that the Prophet  و س لم ع ل يه هللا ص لىsaid: " ...You
will march against (or attack) the Arabian Peninsula and Allah will open (conquer) it,
then Persia and Allah will open (conquer) it. Then, you will march against (attack) the Romans' land and
Allah will open (or conquer) it. Then, you will march against (attack) the Dajjal (Anti-Christ) (or Dajjal's
land), and Allah will open (conquer) it." Then, Nafi said (to Jaber): "O' Jaber, we will not see the Dajjal
emerge until the Romans' land has been conquered (India, the Esau’s land) (by Allah for the
Muslims)." (Sahih Muslim and Ibn Majah)
Amro bin Awf said that the Prophet  و س لم ع ل يه هللا ص لىsaid, "The Hour (of Resurrection) will not come
until the nearest enemy-watching outposts (stations) of the Muslims will be in  َب ْو َال َءBawla." ...The Prophet
said, "You will fight Bani Al-Asfar (Yellow People or Romans), and those who come after you will fight
them,until the best people among the Muslims, the people of Al-Hijaz (Western region of Saudi
Arabia that includes Mecca, Medina, and Jeddah), will go out to fight them, fearing nothing but Allah.
They will conquer Constantinople (a variation of this Hadith says 'Constantinople and Rome') by
(saying or chanting) Tasbih (Subhan Allah, meaning "praise & glory to Allah" ) and Takbir (Allahu
Akbar, meaning "Allah is Greater"), and they will obtain booty the like of which has never been seen - they
will share it out by scooping it up with their shields. Someone will come and say, 'The Dajjal has
appeared in your lands', but it is a lie. Anyone who believes it will regret it, and anyone who ignores it will
regret it."(Ibn Maja)
Abdullah bin Umar said I heard Messenger of Allah (Prophet Mohammad) ص صصص
صصصص
ص صصص
صصص
pointing toward the East and say ' The Fitna (strife, trial and tribulation) is here, three times, where the
two Horns of Satan rise'. (Sahih Muslim).
It is worth noting that Sahih Muslim lists 6 very slight variations of this Hadith reported through different
chains of narrators, but all of them are attributed it to Abdullah bin Umar. This indicates it is a very reliable
Hadith, since several people have reported hearing it. It is rare that the same Hadith is listed in 6 different
variations in the same Hadith book.
One variation mentions "Head of Kufr (Disbelief)" instead of "Fitna":

 وك يع حدث نا ش ي بة أب ي ب ن ب كر أب و حدث نا،  عمار ب ن ع كرمة عن،  سال م عن،  عمر اب ن عن،  ق ال: هللا ر سول خرج
 عائ شة ب يت من و س لم ع ل يه هللا ص لى،  ف قال: " ال م شرق ي ع ني ال ش يطان ق رن ي ط لع ح يث من هاهنا من ال ك فر رأس
(Sahih Muslim)
Ibn Omar said : The Messenger of Allah  صلى هللا علٌه وسلمcame out of the house of Aisha and said: “ Head
of the Kufr (Disbelief or Disbelievers) is from there , from where the Horn of Satan emerges (or rises)”,
meaning the East. (Sahih Muslim)

About Al-Shaam the Syria
the only place on earth where all the Messengers of Allah prayed at the same time led
by the Mohammed (saw) the only Masjid mentioned by name in the Holy Quran a part
from the Ka‟bah
The Importance of Visiting Masjid Al-Aqsa
2, Abu Hurayrah (ra) relates that the Prophet (saw) said, "You should not undertake a
special journey to visit any place other than the following three Masjids with the
expectations of getting greater reward: the Sacred Masjid of Makkah (Ka‟bah), this
Masjid of mine (the Prophet‟s Masjid in Madinah), and Masjid Al-Aqsa (of Jerusalem)".
In another narration the words are, "For three Masjids a special journey may be
undertaken: The Sacred Masjid (Ka‟bah), my Masjid and Masjid of Jerusalem (Al-Aqsa).
(Muslim, Bukhari, Abu Dawud)

Mu‟adh Ibn Jabal (ra) quoted the Prophet (saw) as saying: „O Mu‟adh! Allah the
Almighty will enable you to conquer Al-Sham, after my death, from Al-Arish to the
Euphrates. Their men and women will be garrisoned until the Day of Judgement.
Whoever from amongst you chooses one of the coasts of Al-Sham or Bait Al-Maqdis
(Al-Quds) is in Jihad until the Day of Judgement.‟
Imam Ahmed reported in his Musnad (5/35) that the Messenger (saw) said:
“If the people of as-Sham (Palestine, Lebanon, Jordan, Syria) went astray then there
would be no goodness amongst you, but however there will continue to be a group
supported from my ummah, and they will not be bothered by those who disapproved
until the day of Judgement”.

Note:-Here the word Jerusalem is actually pointing to Hyderabad of India where real
Messiah lives. Because Jerusalem is not in East of Makkah & Yathrab (Median).
The true knowledge is with real Mahdi about Maseeh Dajjaal, Messiah & Daabbatul Ard.

* The Imam Ahmad related in his Musnad that Abu Umama Al-Bahili quoted
Rasoolallah (saw) as saying: “A group from my Ummah are still knowledgeable about
the truth, they are vanquishing their enemy, and those who disagree with them cannot
harm them until Almighty Allah‟s command comes to them. They are thus.” “O
Messenger of Allah,” he was asked, “where are they?” “In and around Jerusalem,”
Rasoolallah (saw) replied.
[Musnad al-Imam Ahmad, Vol 5 p 269 (al-Maktab al-Islami Lil Tiba‟a wa al-Nashir,
Beirut)]
Note: - This AL-Sham Syria means India in symbolical prophecy. Because Mohammed
(s) himself have said that Maseeh Dajjaal is in East & his Killer Messiah is also there.
Ghazwa of India is done by Jesus Christ Mahdi. It means its India.
Rasulallah (saw) said: “Behold, indeed the heart of the abode of the believers is
al-Sham.”
[Ahmed]

Ibn „Asakir quoted Yunus Ibn Maysara Ibn Halbas as saying that Rasoolallah (saw) had
stated: “This matter (namely the Khilafa) will be after me in Madina, then in Syria, then
in the Jazira, then in Iraq, then in Madina, then in Jerusalem. If it is in Jerusalem, its
home country is there, and if any people expel it, it will not return there for ever.”
[Ibn „Asakir, Tahdhib Tarikh Dimashq al-Kabir, Volume 1, p42. (Dar al-Masiyrah, Beirut,
1979]
On the authority of Zaid Ibn Thabit Al-Ansari that: „I heard the Messenger of Allah (saw)
say, „How blessed is Al-Sham! How blessed is Al-Sham!‟ “And how is that, Oh
Messenger of Allah?” People asked him. „Those angels of Allah have spread their wings
over Al-Sham‟, he answered.‟ „The Prophets built Bait Al-Maqdis (Al Quds),‟ Ibn Abbas
added. „And the Prophets lived in it, and there is not an inch in Bait Al-Maqdis where a
Prophet has not prayed or an Angel has not stood.‟ [Tirmidhi]
(Here Arabs also means Bani Israel, where Arabs mentioned pious muslims imam
ibne maja also)

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
As per Quran & Hadiths the Allah‟s true Messiah Jesus Christ of 2 nd coming the Mahdi was
supposed to appear among Maseeh Dajjaal‟s group during his 3 rd son‟s khilafath. And after the
death of 3rd son of Maseeh Dajjaal the disagreement between Mahdi & his Khalifa was supposed to
be started.

As per Quran, Hadiths, Bible, Hinduism Jesus Christ the Mahdi was supposed to appear among
Maseeh Dajjaal‟s group of Bani Israel (Muslims by faith but children of Yaqoob(a)) the Bani Israel by
generation):- In entire Quran most of the verses are about Moses (a) & Pharoah. There was wisdom in it because Allah
wanted to repeat the same type story in splendid form during end days. The Maseeh Dajjaal & his vice-regents are latest
splendid Pharoah‟s religious dynasty based upon faith of False Messiah. The False Messiah & his vice-regents were supposed
to collect many Bani Israel people from worldwide & make them slaves in false faith with deception. Due to fear of Allah & his
strict orders the true believers were supposed to be fooled by the Maseeh Dajjaal. These Maseeh dajjal‟s followers were mostly
ignorant, hypocrite & foolish people who have failed in Allah‟s examination. Hence the true foolish & ignorant Muslims following
true Islam were supposed to be grabbed by the Maseeh Dajjaal. The true believers of Allah & his holy books were supposed to
be cheated by the Maseeh Dajjaal. 1900 years ago the Jews have denied true Messiah & hence Allah wanted to make those
Bani Israel follow a false Messiah & then identify the true. Allah wanted to teach such a wise lesson to the unbelieving Jews. All
Ahmadies mostly are Jews by generation & Muslims by faith. Due to following a false Messiah they have become the victims of
Satan in ignorance.Allah being most merciful wanted to clean them from this false faith & hence he has already prophecised true
Messiah‟s arrival among them in Quran, Hadiths, Bible & earlier holy books. It‟s all Allah‟s plan even before the creation of the
world. Quran & Hadiths say that Jesus Christ Mahdi will come to certify the Holy Quran & Hadiths practically. The scenes
mentioned about most important prophets like Nuh, Ibrahim, Moses, Jesus, Mohammed (s) should re-happen upon the one man
Mahdi. Then only Holy books will be certified as true book of Allah for the rest of the unbelievers. So what are those scenes of
main 5 important prophets? The scene of Nuh (s) is formation of new world after a severe punishment of flood by Allah to all
unbelievers. The scene of Ibrahim (a) is the father of many children, Safa, Marwah, his freindship with Allah & sacrifice. The
scene of Moosa (a) is the concealed birth, brought up in house of enemy Pharoah, fleeing away from him due to crime, coming
back with miracle of Allah & releasing the Bani Israel from the slavery of Pharoah. The scene of Isa son of Maryam (a) is the first
birth to his mother, born as Jew, put his life for sacrifice on cross but Allah saved, struggling for lost people of Israel, certifying
the Torah & an example for the Bani Israel. The scenes of Mohammed (s) are marriages, companions, wives, mercy to all
mankind & receiving the book of signs from Allaah. So the practically appearing of those signs of Allah mentioned as words in
life of Mahdi is the certification of all Quran. Holy books which appear to be just words of Allah on paper were true words from
creator & hence their coming true practically upon one man Mahdi is the Miracle. So all the main scenes of these 5 important
prophets as per covenant of Quran Alimran:81, Alahzab:7 atleast the scenes of these 5 prophets should occur in the life of
Mahdi practically. That‟s why the Jesus Christ Mahdi‟s birth should be among the religious dynasty of false Messiah (new
splendid pharoah, the false vice-regent of Allah), the Maseeh Dajjaal. Then release of Bani Israel from its slavery. Then inviting
all true helpers of Allah from among gentiles & Bani Israel. And then with the help of those helpers who revolted Maseeh Dajjaal
forming new Islamic kingdom after a big destruction from Allah. So the entire Quran & Hadiths are proving that Jesus Christ
Mahdi will be born among the Maseeh Dajjaal‟s group though he will not be his believer but his parents will be the victims due to
ignorance. Hadiths also say that Mahdi‟s birth will be concealed, he will be in 2 major ocultations like Moses (a), will approach to
Maseeh Dajjaal with Daabbatul Ard‟s miracle of Allah, will release many true Bani Israel, a group of Bani Israel with black flags
from Maseeh Dajjaal‟s group will help him with treassures of Maseeh Dajjaal to form Islamic state worldwide with peace. If all
mankind come together & say that we certify Quran & Hadiths to be true orally then also it require practical certification. All those
scenes, prophecies of holy books should be visible in this present world. Then it is called practical certification of them. And it is
through only 1 Mahdi along with his family. Remember “No holy practical scenes of prophecies then no Mahdi”. For those who
want to go in depth are also welcome to read the detailed book upon this topic. But this page is the main result. Both Jesus
Christ Mahdi & Maseeh Dajjaal are seen in the one mosque of Allah doing their own holy works. History of Moosa (s), Bani Israel
& Pharoah was supposed to be repeated in modern style & splendid form. So it proves that Messiah will be brought up in the
house of Maseeh Dajjaal‟s followers, named by them, saved by mother, parents of Messiah will also be victims of Maseeh
Dajjaal, Messiah will have a case pending by Maseeh Dajjaal due to his killing many from his preachings, after getting wisdom &
knowledge he will again approach them with major sign of Daabbatul Ard.There will be many relatives of Messiah among
Maseeh Dajjaal & he will be like their family member. He will be tortured by them. This all shows that there will be a relation of
Messiah since his birth & rise against Maseeh Dajjaal. Bible OT 2 Esdras 11:37 prophecy that Messiah will come from
Hyderabad as a guest & speak to 4rth khalifa of Maseeh Dajjaal & due to speaking of Messiah he will die. Hadiths say that the
disagreement will start after the death of one khalifa & then Mahdi will come as 4rth. All 3 sons of a religious ruler will die & none
of them will get the treasure of Muslims. This treassure will be ultimately given to Mahdi by the people of east with black flags
who will revolt the Maseeh Dajjaal. Bible OT 2 Esdras 11 & 13 chapter, Revelation NT says that both Messiah & Maseeh Dajjaal
will come to one common place. As per prophecies of 2 Esdras 13 OT, Rev. 13 NT Bible & Hadiths that Maseeh Dajjaal &
Messiah will come together on a common place where there will be a mosque on eastern side of Damascus. It will be east of
Makkah & Yathrab (Madina) also with white tower. A young man (Messiah Mahdi himself) will go to Maseeh Dajjaal & on the
way the men with weapons will meet him. Ultimately that young man will be beaten on head, stomach, back but not killed till the

followers of Maseeh Dajjal take him to their master. Then he will be cut into 2 pieces & thrown in hell. The young man will come
back alive with copper neck & say that “You are Maseeh Dajjaal”. The parents of Maseeh Dajjal, Mahdi (young Muslim boy) &
brother will become spiritually dead the victims of Maseeh Dajjaal & live again spiritually when disconnected from it. These all
deaths, killings are spiritual & virtual not real death. Hindu‟s pictorial prophecies say that Shiva (Mahdi) will appear to Jalandhar
(duplicate Shiva Maseeh Dajjaal) & Ravan (Maseeh Dajjaal) after his 9 heads cutting (means after death of 9 heads of Maseeh
Dajjaal). The Varaha Avtar pictorial prophecy says that when the 2 brothers (just like 2 horns of satan in hadiths & Rev 13) will
drown the earth into the waters then Vishnu (Saviour Mahdi Jesus) will take form of swine to kill them. These 2 persons are
again called as Koka & Vikoka to be killed by the hands of Kalki. Lingayats of Karnataka India have the prophecy of
Chanbasweshwar (Mahdi) will arrive among them to teach truth to Veerbasant (Maseeh Dajjaal). Greeks say that Cyclopes will
forge thunderbolts(make ready the requirements for Mahdi) for Zeus (Mahdi). And Hadiths clearly say that Mahdi will approach
to Pharoah with the daabbatul Ard‟s great sign. But there is no pharoah now & then who is this new Pharoah? It‟s Maseeh
Dajjaal the new splendid present age Pharoah the false vice-regent of Allah & true vice-regent of Satan in disguise of a true
Muslim. Mahdi will be unlearned Muslim Scholar. This hadiths matches with Quran surah Jumma verse 1-3.
Note:- If you go & watch a movie with Hero & villains then don‟t you find a relation being built since beginning of the movie
between villain & Hero along with many co-artists? That entire propject belongs to one company with ne director & its producer.
In the same way the arrival of 007 & 666 shows a big relation between them in all the holy books. Remember all the prophecies
of Jesus Christ second coming as Mahdi show a kind of close relation between him & Maseeh Dajjaal. The associated scenes of
Jesus Chist the Mahdi with Maseeh Dajjaal proves a kind of religious relation between them. And ultimately Jesus Christ the
Mahdi recognizes Maseeh Dajjaal & completely destroys it. Hadiths say that there will be 3 sons of a khalifa killed but none will
get the treassure. 4 rth will be Mahdi & it will be given to him for Islam‟s prevailation due to revolt of some true people of Maseeh
Dajjaal. Quran & Hadiths says that Real Messiah Jesus Christ the Mahdi was supposed to appear among Maseeh Dajjaal‟s
group during the 3rd son‟s khilafath of Maseeh Dajjaal & the disagreement of faith will start after his death. Then 007 the Mahdi
will start the battles during the 5 th vice-regent when Narender Modi becomes the ruler of Hindus. Whatever I write here are
100% supported with most authentic proofs from Quran & Hadiths.

The main proof from Hadiths: - Jesus Christ Mahdi is seen in the prophecies where there is Maseeh Dajjaal. The places
of both are same because they are meeting each other in a same place. Mohammed (s) saw Isa Ibne Maryam (Jesus Christ
Mahdi) circlumbing Kaaba against Maseeh Dajjaal. And in other prophecies Jesus Christ is arriving in a group of Muslims in
Baitul Muqaddas whose Imam (leader) Pious is Maseeh Dajjaal. Mohammed (s) said the 2 horns of Satan will rise from east
(India) of Makkah & Madina. One more hadiths clearly say that Muslims will fight with Bani Al-Asfar (Wheatish, yellowish people
the Indians) during end days when Maseeh Dajjaal will come out. These Bani Al-Asfar are the children of Esau (Edom) son of
Isaaq s/o. Prophet Ibrahim (a) & black princess. This generation is unique & easily identified worldwide as Indians. The word
Indus is derived from Edus (Edomites) & later called as India from Indus valley civilazation.

Since beginning Allah is always punishing, examining & saving Bani Israel. Moosa (a) came to save
Bani Israel, Jesus came to save Bani Israel & Jesus Christ is reborn again to first save Bani Israel
after Allah‟s toughest exam of Maseeh Dajjaal so that they recognize Allah better than others.
Quran says Jesus Christ is rasool for Bani Israel. And to certify this verse Jesus Christ Mahdi should appear among Muslim Bani
Israel. And to certify the verses related to Moses (a) & Pharoah Mahdi should be brought up in their house & many followers of
Maseeh Dajjaal should be his relatives. There will be a relation between both. And Allah still loves believers Bani Israel.
Because both Maseeh Dajjaal & real Messiah Mahdi appeared among them.

Investigations to know “in which group of Muslims will Jesus Christ the Mahdi descend?”.Short
story: - I say it‟s the Muslim group of Maseeh Dajjaal the Bani Israel headed by their pious Imam. You may ask from
me that “Can you just show us that Jesus Christ Mahdi will descend among Ahmadiyya Jamat? Is it there in Quran, Hadiths &
other Holy books also?” My answer is “Yes”. Jesus Christ Mahdi will come among Maseeh Dajjaal (false Messiah)‟s group as a
guest to see the Imam who has come. And that Maseeh Dajjaal‟s group now is recognized as Ahmadiyya Jamat of False
Messiah Mirza Ghulam Ahmad & his vice-regent. It is proved that the vice-regent of Maseeh Dajjaal is also called Maseeh
Dajjaal just like Pharoah. The young boy from among Muslims who come out of a city goes to see the Imam & gatherings of
many people from worldwide with him. It is mentioned in the hadiths. And that young boy is none other than Jesus Christ reborn
as Mahdi. He will be supported by 2 guardians to reach him. And Quran‟s verses about Bani Israel were supposed to be
practically certified by Jesus Christ Mahdi. So he must come to that group who are in big mistakes but still follow true Islam.
Jesus Christ will descend among the true believers of Islam grabbed by Maseeh Dajjaal, the False Messiah. These people will
be mostly from the Bani Israel the Jews. Their pious Imam will be Maseeh Dajjaal with one body guard. His complexion will be
reddish, fat, with sun glasses on eyes, he will come in an aeroplane from a western Island London during winter season with

70K Jews from worldwide. These people will be in East of the world with black flags. These people will demand good from
people but shall be denied & ultimately they will recognize real Messiah & help him to form his religious dynasty. Maseeh Dajjaal
will be already having Khilafath & False Messiah‟s 3 sons will be dead who will not be able to get the treasure (the true facts of
all holy books & real throne of Mahdi). The entire Maseeh Dajjaal group will be the treasure of real Messiah Mahdi which will be
delivered to him ultimately because they would have gathered it in his name through deceit. By its help Mahdi will conquer the
world & establish true justice upon earth. Quran have already said that Jesus Christ is an example for Bani Israel. And Hadiths
also say that Maseeh Dajjaal‟s followers will be from Bani Israel & Jews. Because they have rejected real Messiah 1900 years
back & that‟s why as a curse they will follow false one this time. Then they will realize the truth. Mostly they are all reincarnated.
It was Allah‟s duty to teach them a lesson & again save them also. They are from Bani Israel & Jews. Who will be grabbed
mostly by Maseeh Dajjaal? But how to know that the particular group is Bani Israel because they are all mixed with many other
generations. The hadiths say the Jews & Bani Israel will follow Maseeh Dajjaal as a curse because they rejected real Messiah
1900 years back? It means most of the Bani Israel will be gathered in a group of False Messiah. Who is that group of Maseeh
Dajjaal? Ahmadiyya Jamaat? It means all the tribes of Bani Israel who rejected real Messiah 1900 years back are gathered in
Ahmadiyya Jamat as a curse. Now which was sacred mosque of Bani Israel & Jews? Mosque Aqsa Baitul Muqaddas was
sacred mosque of Bani Israel. So again they will construct it among Muslims because it is replaced with India. When Messiah
arrives then most of the Muslims will be in mosque Aqsa. Which mosque aqsa? The mosque aqsa whose Imam will be Maseeh
Dajjaal. Where was Maseeh Dajjaal supposed to come? Maseeh Dajjaal was supposed to come In East of Makkah Madina.
Where was Messiah supposed to come? On eastern side of Damascus on white Minara. Ok. Where is that white minara built by
Masih Dajjaal? That‟s in Qadian, Punjab, India. Does any hadiths say the word Kadiah? No but symbolically it points to a Jewish
colony where Maseeh Dajjaal will live called as Yahoodia. And Yahoodia is a place where all Jewish people live. Such place in
India where Maseeh Dajjaal lives is Qadian. But hadiths also say that Messiah & Maseeh dajjaal will come to one same common
place of a mosque. So it‟s Qadian, Punjab India. Who are settled in Punjab? Mostly people of Bani Israel‟s who became Hindus
long ago & later converted into Sikhs. The Quran says that the Jews own handwritten books are considered from Allah. The
Quran‟s verse certified here practically. But Maseeh dajjaal was supposed to come among Muslims. So he came among
Muslims. Bible also says that Jesus Christ has come for the lost sheep of Israel. Now among Muslims who are lost sheep of
Israel? They are Maseeh Dajjaal totally out of Islam. They are lost. What Quran says about lost sheep? Surah Jumma says a
group who have not yet joined the other Muslims or other Muslims did not join them. They are rejected ones. One hadiths says
Maseeh Dajjaal will go to a group & will be rejected & then it will go to other group or they will come to him following. Then they
will be prosperous. The rejectors will suffer a lot like hell. But Quran says all people of the book will believe him in his second
coming. Unbelievers say Quran as “tales of the past”. But its answer is opposite now. It‟s not just the tales of the past but also
present. See the coming of Messiah for Bani Israel & see how they are lost. Are the verses certified now? Now who is certified
Maseeh Dajjaal from all holy Books? That‟s Ahmadiyya Jamat. It means Quran & Hadiths have said that real Messiah will
descend among Maseeh Dajjaal‟s group, rectify their mistakes & that group is Ahmadiyya Jamat. Then all should join the real
Mahdi who will be among the Maseeh dajjaal‟s group having black flags from east the Khorasan (the place of sun‟s rising).
Maseeh Dajjaal‟s followers will succeed when they will clearly ask the help for real Mahdi otherwise they will not be helped by
others for false Messiah. It‟s not the people of Isis with black flags who are fighting with weapons or the people of Afghanistan
but these are the people of False Messiahnic religious kingdom Ahmadiyya Jamaat. Hadiths say that some people from east
with black flags will demand treasures from Muslims but from which Muslims? There is no free treassure & all natural treassures
belongs to governments. Which treassure & from whom they will demand? Does that treassure belongs to real Messiah Mahdi?
Yes it‟s the treassure of Muslims collected in the name of real Messiah by false Messiah the Maseeh Dajjaal. And another
hadiths say that these people will revolt. But against whom will they revolt? It‟s natural that the few victims of Maseeh Dajjaal will
revolt against him for real Mahdi‟s treassures to be handed over to real Messiah Mahdi. Other holy prophecies say that Ravan
will see the real Mahadev & be blessed by him. The prophecies of Varaha avtar says that Mahdi the avtar of Vishnu will come as
swine which means one among the Jews to kill 2 brothers separately in two different scenes. This means Mahdi will be from
Jewish tribe genetically & a Muslim by faith. He will come among the swines (Maseeh Dajjaal) as one among them & later will
disclose his identity as Lion man (Narsimha) from their own pillars. Hadiths call Maseeh Dajjaal‟s group as swine(Varaha). Its
true that I Jesus Christ with new name in Arabic have appeared among Bani Israel‟s false Messiahnic group in 1991 A.D. And
uptill now they did not accept me despite of many invitations to them. They are holding all my tressure Ahmadiyya Jamat spread
worldwide in 206 countries. It belongs to me & they must handover to me for the sake of mankind‟s salvation. If they don‟t then
Allah shall avenge inshallaah. It is true that Allah have fulfilled the prophecies of Maseeh Dajjaal & real Messiah in India. The
fact is that Maseeh dajjaal are thew people with black flags & I have arrived among them. So these people are from East
(Khorasan) & they have the real treasure of Mahdi with them & on that treasure the Maseeh Dajjaal is ruling. That actually
belongs to me the real Mahdi & the key of that treasure is again a treasure of true signs of Allah‟s holy books. And the real
treasure is the knowledge about the real Mahdi which came true upon me. Isis people are being misled by Satan & thinking that
they are making way for real Mahdi. But I am against such Mass killings & already have appeared in the peace loving India
among Maseeh Dajjaal group to clean them from all blasphemies by showing them true signs of Allah. Other hadiths & Bible

have considered Mahdi as the prince of peace. And all mankind must arrive here as believers. All Islamic people of the world
including the fighters with weapons. But I invite them with peace, love & kindness. Because all Indians love, peace, kindness &
truth. It is also very much possible that the entire land of Israel will be again under Islamic state inshallaah.

Who is asling khair?
East men with black flags.
Who is denied khair? East black flags
people
Who refused them first? Other muslims.
For whom they will khair? For Mahdi.
Who are these people east black flags?
Ibne maja, shields, swords, fights etc.
points to civil cold war.

coercive rule, Malkan Jabariath
Three calipha will die, all sons of a
haakim. 4rth will be mahdi to get the
treasure.
Teen ko chaar karnewala.
Which khalifa? Islami khilafath nowhere.
It‟s only with 666.

This is written on 14th sat-2016 may
around 1 to 3 pm. Inspired from Allah.
Where it is written in quran & Hadiths
that Jesus Christ will come among
Ahmadiyya jamat? Can you show from
Quran & Hadiths?
Who is Maseeh Dajjaal & his followers?
They are from Bani Israel & Jews. Who
will be grabbed mostly by Maseeh
Dajjaal? But how to know that the
particular group is Bani Israel because
they are all mixed with many other
generations. The hadiths say the Jews &
Bani Israel will follow Maseeh Dajjaal as
a curse because they rejected real
Messiah 1900 years back? Who is that
group of Maseeh Dajjaal? Ahmadiyya
Jamat? Ok.
Which was sacred mosque of Bani Israel
& Jews? Mosque Aqsa Baitul Muqaddas.
When Messiah arrives then most of the
Muslims will be in mosque Aqsa. Which

mosque aqsa? The mosque aqsa whose
Imam will be Maseeh Dajjaal. Where was
Maseeh Dajjaal supposed to come? In
East of Makkah Madina. Where was
Messiah supposed to come? On eastern
side of Damascus on white Minara. Ok.
Where is that white minara built by
Masih Dajjaal? That‟s in India Qadian,
punjab. Does any hadiths say the word
Kadiah? Yes one hadiths say messiah
will come in kadiah. But hadiths also say
that Maseeh dajjaal will also come to
same place. So it‟s Qadian, Punjab India.
Who are settled in Punjab? Mostly
people of Bani Israel‟s who became
Hindus & later converted into Sikhs. But
Maseeh dajjaal was supposed to come
among Muslims. So he came among
Muslims.
Bible also says that Jesus Christ has
come for the lost sheep of Israel. Now
among Muslims who are lost sheep?
They are Maseeh Dajjaal totally out of

Islam. They are lost. What Quran says
about lost sheep? Surah Jumma says a
group who have not joined the other
Muslims or other Muslims did not join
them. They are rejected ones. One
hadiths says Maseeh Dajjaal will go a
group & will be rejected & then it will go
to other group or they will come to him
following. Then they will be prosperous.
The rejectors will suffer a lot like hell.
But Quran says all people of the book
will believe him in his second coming.
Points
Unbelievers say “tales of the past”. But
its answer is opposite now. Its not just
the tales of the past but also present.
See the coming of Messiah for Bani
Israel & see how they are lost. Are the
verses certified now?
Maseeh dajjaal kaun? Ahmadiyya?
Ibne maja vol.3.
Page no. 500, 498, 501. When Mohammed (s) saw his relatives from
Bani Hashim, hie eyes were fill with tears, face color changed, I said
we always see something on your face for which we feel bad. Then

Mohammed (s) said we are the members of that family for whom Allah
has chosen end instead of world & its very near that my family bear
troubles, exile,hardships until some people from after me,on my
enquiry he said.
Go into the froup of black flags..messiah among them..those group pf
bani Israel..kaisa maloom.. hadiths quran ne kaha..bani Israel ke
messiah..vo to 2st coming..2nd coming mein? Tasdeeq purani baat
ki..naye zamane mein.
Hadiths say bani Israel, jews will accompany 666 when 07 arrives,
quran say 07 an example & sent for bani Israel. Bani Israel & Jews
mostly grabbed by maseeh dajjal.
First the believers were alive rejected it. They died. The left over
hypocrites, ignorant were grabbed by maseeh dajjaal. Ummat became
72 firqas. 73rd a jamat. But again in clear wrong path.
Entire world no jamat like this. All are ruined, destined for hell.
Who doesn‟t have true musllim imam die ignorant‟s death. Muslims follow
Islam but own ways. Shia, Ismailia, khojay bahai, dajjals, have imams but all
are on wrong path.
First rectify your illusions about Imam Mahdi’s presence during descent of Jesus
Christ. It’s found to be 100% false & unbelievable New discovery.
Who will be the Imam of Muslims present at the time of Jesus’s descent? Is that
person Imam Mahdi or Maseeh Dajjaal?
Who is this imam (leader) mentioned in this hadiths? Who is this Ummat (group of
believers)?
Then „Eesaa ibn Maryam (Peace be upon him) will descend and their leader will say,
„Come and lead us in prayer,‟ but he will say, „No, some of you are leaders over
others as an honour from Allaah to this ummah.‟" (Reported by Muslim, 225)

"Allah will send Maseeh ibne Maryam (Messiah son of Mary). Thus he will descend near the White
Eastern Minaret ofDamascus, clad in two yellow sheets, leaning on the shoulders of two angels." (Sahih
Muslim, Vol. 8, P. 192-193)

Quran Al anam verse 20:-Those to whom We have given the
Book know this as they know their own sons. Those who have
lost their own souls refuse therefore to believe.
20. Those to whom We have given the Scripture (Jews and Christians)
recognize him (i.e. Muhammad
as a Messenger of Allah, and they also
know that there is no Ilah (God) but Allah and Islam is Allah's Religion), as
they recognize their own sons. Those who destroy themselves will not
believe . (Tafsir At-Tabari)
21. And who does more wrong than he who invents a lie against Allah or
rejects His Ayat (proofs, evidences, verses, lessons, revelations, etc.)? Verily,
the Zalimun (polytheists and wrong-doers, etc.) shall never be successful.
22. And on the Day when We shall gather them all together, We shall say to
those who joined partners in worship (with Us): "Where are your partners
(false deities) whom you used to assert (as partners in worship with Allah)?"
23. There will then be (left) no Fitnah (excuses or statements or arguments)
for them but to say: "By Allah, our Lord, we were not those who joined others
in worship with Allah."
24. Look! How they lie against themselves! But the (lie) which they invented
will disappear from them.
25. And of them there are some who listen to you; but We have set veils on
their hearts, so they understand it not, and deafness in their ears; if they see
every one of the Ayat (proofs, evidences, verses, lessons, signs, revelations,
etc.) they will not believe therein; to the point that when they come to you to
argue with you, the disbelievers say: "These are nothing but tales of the men
of old."
26. And they prevent others from him (from following Prophet Muhammad
) and they themselves keep away from him, and (by doing so) they destroy
not but their ownselves, yet they perceive (it) not.
27. If you could but see when they will be held over the (Hell) Fire! They will
say: "Would that we were but sent back (to the world)! Then we would not
deny the Ayat (proofs, evidences, verses, lessons, revelations, etc.) of our
Lord, and we would be of the believers!"

28. Nay, it has become manifest to them what they had been concealing
before. But if they were returned (to the world), they would certainly revert to
that which they were forbidden. And indeed they are liars.

For others it’s very hard as they don’t have interest, time, intelligence & don’t
even know the respect of real Messiah Mahdi. Ahmadiyya Jamat despite of
being Maseeh Dajjaal have practiced upon a False Messiah to respect Allah’s
Messiah. Allh again have given them the things which none got other than Bani
Israel. This time they got real Messiah.

Allah also said to all other Muslims that if you don’t believe then Allah will
replace you with other Ummat. This ummat can be Ahmadiyya Jamat with me
as they have systematic groupings worldwide. If they don’t accept me & then
Allah will put them in hell & make my new group as new Ummat.
Quran says that a group of Bani Israel brought faith (long ago) will bring faith (to certify this verse it
shall happen again) & a group will not. So it also means few intelligent Maseeh Dajjaal‟s followers will
come to real Jesus Mahdi. Hadiths says that some people from east (khorasan, place of sun rising, india)
will come with black flags & revolt with demand against Muslims (Maseeh Dajjaal, just like some revolted
against pharoah from among his own people).
Maseeh Dajjal followers will revolt for young Mahdi against their own Imam the Maseeh Dajjaal 6th.
Because already Mahdi would have killed the 5th Maseeh Dajjaal through his most dangerous
weapon “the swords of mouth, the curse”) the 4 rth son of Maseeh Dajjaal.
116- Ghaibat Nomani: It is narrated from Ibne Uqdah from Ali bin Husain from his father from Ahmad bin Umar from Husain bin
Musa from Muammar bin Yahya bin Saam from Abu Khalid Kabuli from Imam Muhammad Baqir (a.s.) that he said:
“As if I see some people rising in the east (Note:-These people of east the Khorasan (place of sun rising) are actually
enlightened followers of Maseeh Dajjaal with Black flags who will repent & recognize real young Mahdi whose appearance will
be like a young boy clean shaved though he will be father of 14 children then they will revolt against Maseeh Dajjaal also). They
will ask for the truth but they will not be given it. They will ask for it again and they will not be given it (Note:-They will ask the
truth from Maseeh Dajjaal their own Imam but he will deny the rights & then they will show all the proofs of real Mahdi to Maseeh
Dajjaal). Then they will unsheathe their swords and they will be given what they will ask for, but they will not accept it (Note:Ultimately they will win with most authentic proofs of holy books (the swords, shields, armours) & they will ask to handover all the
treasures of Maseeh Dajjaal to real Mahdi on whose name the Maseeh Dajjaal have collected). They will revolt and deliver their
victory to your man (the Mahdi). Their killed ones will be martyrs. If I live until that time, I will sacrifice myself to the man of this
matter. (Note:-It means those who will participate in this revolt against Maseeh Dajjaal will be destined for heaven inshallaah.
Then it is also narrated in other hadiths that “when you see people from east, the khorasan with black flags then go to join that
group even if you have to crawl on your knees on mountains of snow because Allah’s Mahdi will be among them. Another
hadiths says that after taking these treassures Mahdi will fill the entire earth with jusctice, love, kindness & peace)”

The looks of Mahdi are like children of Bani Israel as per Hadiths. The zoroastrians prophecy says
that both Angra Mainyu Ahriman & Saoshyant Ahura Mazda are sons of one father only. One is
black to appear first the Maseeh Dajjaal & another is white the Mahdi.
8- Ikmaaluddin: It is narrated from Taliqani from Ibne Hamam from Ja‟far bin Malik from Hasan bin Muhammad Samaa from
Ahmad bin Harith from Mufaddal bin Umar from Imam Ja‟far Sadiq (a.s.) from his father, Imam Muhammad Baqir (a.s.) that he
said: “When Qaim (a.s.) rises up, he would say (Mahdi will say that I am Rasool of Allah to the new Pharoah, the Maseeh
Dajjaal. And as Mahdi would have attacked upon the Maseeh Dajjaal severely though his swords (the thousand words with
many thousand keys of words, a case will be pending against him. And due to its fear of arrest he will run away from it & will be
back again when the staff of Moses & ring of Solomon comes in his hand as a proof. It means when the mysterious Daabbatul
Ard, the Peacock will speak in his favour after the death of King Abdullah, king Fahad, 3 years after his anouncement of being
Mahdi):
“So I fled from you when I feared you (because of the pending case of murder of one of the Pharoah’s person), then
my Lord granted me wisdom (and after a long time appointed) and made me of the apostles (And Allah made him the
rasool for Bani Israel & Pharoah for release of the Bani Israel from the slavery of Pharoah).” (Surah Shoara 26:21)

Mahdi will approach to Maseeh Dajjaal with the big sign (aayat e kubra) say. Quran & Hadiths.
He will produce the treasures of Jerusalem, the Ark of the Covenant, the table of the People of Israel and the tablets,
the robe (jubba) of the Prophet Adam (as), the staff of the Prophet Solomon (as) and the milk-white glove sent by Allah
to the People of Israel. (Ibn Hajar al-Haythami, Al-Qawl al-Mukhtasar fi `Alamat al-Mahdi al-Muntadhar, p. 33)
Narrated to us my father: Narrated to us Saad bin Abdullah: Narrated to us Mualla bin Muhammad Basri from Muhammad bin
Jumhur and others from [Muhammad] bin Abi Umair from Abdullah bin Sinan that he heard Abu Abdillah (a.s.) say: “In the Qaim
(a.s.) is a resemblance to Musa bin Imran (Moses). I asked: What is that resemblance to Musa bin Imran (a.s.)? He replied: His
concealed birth and his disappearance from the people. I asked: For how long did Musa bin Imran remain concealed from the
people and his family? He replied: Twenty eight years.” When Qaim appears , the shirt of Yusuf, staff of Prophet Musa & the
seal ring of prophet Sulaiman are with him. (Shaykh as-Sadooq, Kamal-Al-Deen v.2, Chapter 33, Hadith 18)
In these verses who is being given lesson? It’s a lesson to Maseeh Dajjaal.
Quran [79:15] Has the story of Moses reached to you?
Quran [79:16] When his Lord called him in the holy Valley of Tuwa, saying,
Quran [79:17] “You go to Pharaoh; he has rebelled.
Quran [79:18] “And say to him, „Wouldst thou like to be purified?
Quran [79:19] „And I will guide you to your Lord so that you mayest fear Him.‟”
Quran 79:20:- So he showed him the great Sign (Aayat Kubra),
Quran [79:21] But he rejected him and disobeyed.
Quran [79:22] Then he turned away from Moses, striving against him.
Quran [79:23] And he gathered his people and proclaimed,
Quran [79:24] Saying, „I am your Lord, the most high.‟
Quran [79:25] So Allah seized him for the punishment of the Hereafter and the present world. Quran [79:26] Therein surely is a
lesson for him who fears. Quran 5:72 „… Jesus son of Mary said,‟ O Children of Israel! Worship Allah, my Lord and ur Lord‟.

Prophet Jesus was a Muslim, chosen by God for Bani-Israel as a Mediator between Allah & the
children of Israel.
Quran 3:52 When Jesus found unbelief on their part He said: “Who will be My helpers to (the work of) Allah?” Said the disciples:
“We are Allah‟s helpers: We believe in Allah, and do thou bear witness that we are Muslims.
Quran(3-49):- “And I will make him (Jesus) a Messenger to the Children of Israel”. Mathew 15:24 “I was sent only to help God‟s
lost sheep–the people of Israel.” Jesus was sent as a Prophet with a book of message/wisdom. Jesus followed the laws in Torah
and said He will never abolish the laws (Sharia that was present in Torah).
Quran(5:46):- “We sent him the Injeel, therein was guidance and light and confirmation of the Torah that had come before him.
A guidance and an admonition to those who fear Allah.”

174- Kitab Husain bin Saeed: It is narrated from Abul Hasan bin Abdullah from Ibne Abi Yafur that he said:“I came to Imam
Ja‟far Sadiq (a.s.) to find him with some of his companions. He asked: O Abu Yafur, have you read the Holy Quran?I replied:
Yes, O son of the Messenger of Allah (s.a.w.s.), but this same Quran, which is current among us.He said: Yes, I am also asking
about the same.I said: All right, but why did you ask me that?He replied: Because, Prophet Musa (a.s.) told his people
something which they could not bear; so they attacked him in Egypt (Metaphorical its Delhi for Mahdi) and Musa (a.s.) had
to fight and eliminate them. And I also asked you about it, because Isa (a.s.) had told something to his community which they
could not bear and they attacked him in Tikrit (Metaphorically Raigir for Mahdi). So he also had to fight his people and
eliminate them. Thus regarding this is the saying of the Almighty Allah: “So a party of the children of Israel believed and
another party disbelieved; then We aided those who believed against their enemy, and they became uppermost.”
(Surah Saff 61:14). Thus when from us, Ahle Bayt (a.s.), a Qaim reappears and tells you something, you will not bear it and
you would rise up against him in Ramila. He would fight and eliminate you. And this would be the last attack on Imam Qaim
(a.s.).

To certify this verse Mahdi & his followers will again enter the aqsa mosque now under the rule of
Maseeh Dajjaal. It has become a symbol of Allah because real Messiah Mahdi has descended there
in 1991 A.D.
[17:4] And We revealed to the children of Israel in the Book, saying, „You will surely do mischief in the land twice, and you will
surely become excessively overbearing.‟
[17:7] Now, if you do well, you will do well for your own souls; and if you do evil, it willonly go against them. So when the time for
the latter warning came, We raised a people against you to cover your faces with grief, and to enter the Mosque as they
entered it the first time, and to destroy all that they conquered with utter destruction. The second instance will be the reappearance of Imam Mahdi (a) who will defeat Bani Israel and will enter the Masjid (Aqsa now under Maseeh Dajjaal in Qadian,
Punjab. Hadiths also say formation of new mosque baitul muqaddas) with the same glory with which they entered it before

(i.e.like Muhammad his companions).
Maseeh dajjaal recognizes real Messiah Mahdi as their own sons & also conceals the truth from his common
followers that they are actually Maseeh Dajjaal. If this secret is known to all their common followers then the fundings will stop
resulting in their collapse. Maseeh Dajjaal & his followers are very intelligent & have lot of knowledge about all holy books. They
have picked up many hadiths to safeguard themselves as shields by going into depth of Quran, Hadiths, Bible & other books.
But still couldn‟t gain even 10 true identification proofs of real Messiah out of 1400.
Surah Bani Israel (17), Verse 81. This implies upon real Messiah & Maseeh Dajjaal the false Messiah. The truth as light
of Allah reaches the falsehood the darkness so that falsehood & darkness vanishes. It also proves that Jesus Christ
Mahdi will come in the Maseeh Dajjaal group.
Quran [17:81] And say, „Truth has come and falsehood has vanished away. Falsehood does indeed vanish away fast.‟
Quran [2:146] Those to whom We have given the Book recognize (rasool) even as they recognize their sons, but surely some of
them conceal the truth knowingly.

Quran & Hadiths demanded a true Bani Israeli & Jewish Muslims group as victims of Satan under
slavery of Maseeh Dajjaal & his Vice-regents (Khalifas) just like Pharoah.
First of all there should be a group of Muslims with their own pious leader (imam) for the above verses to be certified practically.
The group of true Muslims from generation of Yaqoob (a) the Bani Israel. The group which claims to be true Muslims but
followed the false Messiah due to ignorance & foolishness. The Jewish group of Muslims practicing true Islam but following a
false Messiah.
The verses of Quran describing activities of Bani Israel, Jews, Moosa (a), Pharoah & Jesus son of Maryam (a), Noah (a),
Ibrahim (a) & Mohammed (s) demands a true Muslim group headed by the false Messiah & his Vice-regents. Unless & until
there is one such group the Quran, Hadiths, Bible, Veda, Puran & other Holy books cannot be certified. Allah was supposed to
conduct the tough examination among Muslims who have accepted his Quran & last prophet Mohammed (s). Allah was never
supposed to conduct the examination of Jews who have already failed in examination long ago & did not accept last prophet
Mohammed (s) along with Quran. Why will Allah conduct the exam among the failures? Suppose if you are in 10th class then
th
th
th
th
th
th
exam will be held based on 10 class subject but not the 8 or 9 or 7 class. Hindus following Veda are like 7 , Jews like 8 ,
th
th
Christians like 9 & Muslims are like 10 . Allah has promised to conduct exam of False Messiah (fitna-e-Maseeh Dajjaal) among
Muslims which will be later on known to entire world. 2000 years back the true Jews who claimed to be true Muslims of that era

have rejected true Messiah & as a curse or wise lesson the Jews must be allowed to follow the false Messiah due to their
foolishness & ignorance. To give a lesson to the entire world the Holy drama of Maseeh Dajjaal (False Messiah) & true Messiah
is being played in the alive world. Allah has also promised to gather all Bani Israel into a place during end days from worldwide.
The past unbeliever Bai Israel of Jesus(a) are gathered among Maseeh dajjaal group & other believers from generation of Jacob
(Israel,Yaqoob (a)) are awaiting to join real Messiah the Mahdi who are mixed up with other tribes.

Among Muslims there is no one true Muslim leader (Imam) for all Muslims but they are all devided in 72 sects. And
Imam is only in one true Muslims group who are in manifest error by following Maseeh dajjaal due to lack of ignorance
& perfect knowledge.
Quran [3:164] Verily, Allah has conferred a favour on the believers by raising among them a Messenger(rasool) from among
themselves, who recites to them His Signs, and purifies them and teaches them the Book and Wisdom; and, before that, they
were surely in manifest error (zalaalin mubeen).
This also
Quran [62:2] He it is Who has raised among the Unlettered people an apostle (Rasool) from among themselves who
recites unto them His Signs, and purifies them, and teaches them the Book and wisdom, although they had been, before, in
manifest misguidance;(zaalin mubeen)
Quran [62:3] And among others from among them (Here Allah says that his another rasool Mahdi will come among
Maseeh Dajjaal) who have not yet joined them (This points to an exclusive Jamaat of Maseeh Dajjaal). He is the Mighty, the
Wise (it also means powerful most beloved, the wise).
Quran [62:4] That is Allah‟s grace; He bestows it on whom He pleases; and Allah is the Master of immense grace (Hadiths say
that Allah will grant wisdom to Mahdi, when he raises his head then water like pearls drops. Biharul anwar says Mahdi
will be taught hidden knowledge & he will be granted wisdom).
This verse (sign) also proves that the Jesus Christ Mahdi being Rasool was supposed to come from outside of Maseeh
Dajjaal group‟s Muslims who will be ignorant from the wisdom of Quran. Both 3:164 & 2:151 implies upon the Jesus Christ
Mahdi. He is half outside Maseeh Dajjaal‟s group & half inside just like Moses (a) & Firoun. Maseeh Dajjaal group is in manifest
error & others don‟t know the hidden knowledge & wisdom of holy books.
Quran [2:151] Even as We have sent to you a Messenger(rasool) from among yourselves who recites Our Signs to you
(already existing signs of Quran & end days), and purifies you, and teaches you the Book and Wisdom, and teaches you that
which you did not know (taalamoon).

Old Al-Maseeh Iesa with new body & new names.
All Muslims say that Al-Maseeh Isa will come as Muslim & worship Allah in Arabic. But Al-Maseeh Isa is a
Hebrew name & what will be the pure Arabic translation of these 2 names? It is “Maodood Ahmed”.
Messiah means Maodood & Pharcalete means Aihmad. And two other names are Mohammed as per
Quran & Hadiths. Khan is again the translation of hebrew name “Israel”. So why should people feel strange
now?People were expecting Maseeh Iesa of Hebrew or Araimic language among Muslims as Arabic
Messiah Mahdi & hence the exact translation of Maseeh Iesa is Maodood Aihmad in Arabic. Muslims were
expecting same old personality with old body & identifications to come again but he arrived with new body
& with new names. It’s prophecy was already there in Bible chapter Revelation.
Rasool allah “Maodood” mentioned here in Hebrew language as “Al-Maseeh”. Bible, Quran both
are certified. Maseeh Eisa now means Maodood Aihmad. And Maseeh Eisa Israel from among
followers of prophet Mohammed (s) means “Mohammed Maodood Aihmad Khan”.
Later Jesus Christ Mahdi is for all mankind & people of the book also.
Quran [4:170] O mankind, the Messenger(rasool) has indeed come to you with Truth from your Lord; believe therefore, it will
be better for you. But if you disbelieve, verily, to Allah belongs whatever is in the heavens and in the earth. And Allah is AllKnowing, Wise.
Quran [4:171] O People of the Book, exceed not the limits in your religion, and say not of Allah anything but the truth. Verily,
the Messiah, Jesus, son of Mary, was only a Messenger of Allah and a fulfilment of His word which He sent down to Mary, and a

mercy from Him. So believe in Allah and His Messengers, and say not „They are three.‟ Desist, it will be better for you. Verily,
Allah is the only One God. Far is it from His Holiness that He should have a son. To Him belongs whatever is in the heavens and
whatever is in the earth. And sufficient is Allah as a Guardian.
Here the miracle in verse is usage of single word “Al-Maseeh” in hebrew pointing to “Maodood” in pure arabic (Most
beloved). In this verse only word “Al-Maseeh” is mentioned unlike the above verse 4:170. It‟s like Pharoah in Quran &
Maseeh Dajjaal in Hadiths. When we see the attributal name of Pharoah it is “False Khalifathullaah” because he had
claimed to be incarnation of Ra (sungod) upon earth.
Quran [4:172] Surely, the Messiah will never disdain to be a servant of Allah, nor will the angels near unto God; and whoso
disdains to worship Him and feels proud, He will gather them all to Himself.

This verses implies upon Mohammed (s) & also for Jesus Christ Mahdi who is most beloved,
powerful king as per hadiths & Quran. Azeez means King & most beloved also.
Quran [62:2] He it is Who has raised among the Unlettered people an apostle (Rasool) from among themselves who recites
unto them His Signs, and purifies them, and teaches them the Book and wisdom, although they had been, before, in manifest
misguidance;
Quran [62:3] And among others from among them (Here Allah says that his another rasool Mahdi will come among Maseeh
Dajjaal) who have not yet joined them (This points to an exclusive Jamaat of Maseeh Dajjaal). He is the Mighty, the Wise.
Quran [62:4] That is Allah‟s grace; He bestows it on whom He pleases; and Allah is the Master of immense grace (Hadiths say
that Allah will grant wisdom to Mahdi, when he raises his head then water like pearls drops. Biharul anwar says Mahdi will be
taught hidden knowledge & he will be granted wisdom).

Ravan Sloka: - Lord Shiva (Mahdi) appears to Ravan who held the mountain & when Mahdi slowly steps secretly upon that
mountain the the hand of Maseeh Dajjaal (Ahmadiyya Jamat & his vice-regents gets struck) then the Ravan (Ahmadies) start
believing & praising the Mahdi (Rab means King). This also proves that Maseeh Dajjaal will ultimately serve the Mahdi in gaining
power worldwide. Ahmadiyya Jamat & its properties all belong to real Messiah Mahdi & false Messiah (Ravan) cannot bear it. It
must be returned to real Mahdi for the sake of Islam‟s prevailation all over the world. Remember Jalandhara is also same
Maseeh Dajjaal the duplicate Shiva whose wife (Ahmadiyya Jamat) is faithful to her husband (False Messiah, Jalandhara).

Where will Jesus Christ (a) break the Cross?
Jesus Christ of 2nd Coming breaking the cross & the man among Muslim breaking the Cross
in an open green ground are one & the same. (After this incident the Christians gatherings
from different countries 12k each is actually about universal debates but not actual
weapon‟s fight.)
Jesus Christ of 2nd coming is the Muslim man among Muslims who is breaking the cross mentioned
in Muslim prophecies.
Indians actually migrated from Israel to Rome, Egypt Greece & from there into India ultimately. We find the
names of Days & many other customs of Hindus which are originated from Romans, Greeks & Egyptians.
These Romans are the children of Esau (Edom) who put bean like red mark on their foreheads. But Hindus
don‟t know how the “red mark” system became a custom among them. It actually originated from the family
of Esau (Edom, which means red). The common enemy of Christians & Muslims is Edomites the Hindus
worldwide. This is what the Bible & Muslim holy books say. The pure polytheists are the main common
enemy of all Jews, Christians & Muslims. Or they are combinely common enemy of polytheists ultimately &
those Polytheists are now gathered in India only. Even Hindus always complain about Muslims &
Christian‟s about their Christianity & Islam preaching. The Hindus (Romans) are the 3 rd enemy of
Christians who are Romans also & Muslims. Many Romans are now converted into Christians & Muslims.
The word yellow is mentioned to point the wheatish complexioned people. Jesus Christ wrapped in two
yellow sheets points to his wheatish complexion & same word “yellow” has come for the descendants of
Esau through Rome (son of Esau born from black mother & white father). Even science says that when

parents are black & white their children are wheatish in complexion. In hadiths they are called as Bani Al Asfar which means “children of Yellow”. A ripen wheat is wrapped in 2 yellow sheets. It means Jesus Christ
the Mahdi mother will be black & father white. The prophecy about his second coming in Rev.13 is also
pointing to a black woman in symbolic codes as “the woman whose dress is sun” & in song of songs OT
Bible “sun” points to a black person. This also means that Jesus Christ the Mahdi will be an Indian by birth
but from
2 prophet‟s lineage.
Note:-The religious wars in present world are actually to know the truth & actual facts of religions. And they are
possible only through peaceful debates based upon holy books. And during the time of Jesus Second Coming as
Mahdi the religious wars with weapons will already be ended. And even see the conditions, laws & system of the
present world. People of any country have no right to go in an open ground to fight based upon their pure religious
believes. I mean they don’t come just to fight for the pure sake of their religion openly with armies & weapons. That
system is already over worldwide. Now remains only peaceful debates under security of Police. This is how the
religious wars are going on worldwide. Other wars are mainly due to financial, political & territorial disputes only but
not for particular religious faith.
It‟s simple answer is that Jesus Christ himself will be born as a true Muslim Mahdi & will break the cross in an open
green ground with small hills around it. The Christians will gather there for propagation of Christianity full of
polytheism & then Mahdi will go & preach the facts of his coming certifying Islam to be true. This will be a peaceful
fight through preaching‟s only but not real weapons fight. Inidans (the Romans having many Christians also in them)
are always debating in India with peace & becoming victorious. Earlier Muslims & Christians in India fought a lot &
won many battles then signed a peace treaty during Moghuls. Then they returned & started preaching in India with
peace under “rights of preaching with peace” treaty. It happened with me in 2004 A.D. 17th January on Polo green
grounds surrounded by many small hills of Banjara hills, other places, Secunderabad. The Joyce mayor ministries
were gathered there organized by a Christian man David Raj. Then I peacefully distributed 10k Pamflets with my
arrival announcement as Muslim breaking their faith of trinity. Then David Raj along with police arrested me breaking
the treaty of peace. I won the case which was in 11 th court of Secunderabad, Inida. This is how I broke the Cross.
Remember the word “Yudqun” is used here which exactly matches with the other prophecies of Islam which
say that “Jesus Christ will break the cross”. Other hadiths say that Jesus Christ himself will descend among
Muslims as Mahdi & he will be leader among Muslims. This special true Muslim among Muslims who is breaking the
cross is none other than Jesus Christ the Mahdi himself. Just see the importance of one Muslim man breaking the
cross. Who can be this special man? He is myself the Mohammed Maodood Ahmed Khan Jesus Christ Mahdi
Messiah. I broke the Trinity faith of Christians & their hearts through truth. When they see me again as a true Muslim
like I was in my last incarnation in Nazareth, Jerusalem, Israel then their hearts are broken with trinity faith. I
personally met Joyce mayor & David Raj with pamphlets. They might have taken it very easy but it was the Muslim‟s
prophecy being fulfilled in 2004 A.D. There is news of it in Urdu Siasat & Munsif News Papers of Hyderabad dated
18th January 2004 A.D., A.P. India. This scene first got over & in 2014 I came to know about its prophecy being
fulfilled through inspiration from Allah. So I was being made to act as per prophecies without my own intention. This
means I am an actor of Allah being directed by his hidden invisible angels on his orders. First the scene happens
then their secrets from holy books are revealed to me after some period. All scenes in my life happened like this very
naturally without my own plan or advance prior knowledge of those prophecies. Earlier I read those prophecies but
never understood them because they were sealed awaiting for practically unsealing upon me. When they were
unsealed then I came to know their facts & started preaching the same. Another main point is the word “Ghazwa” in
the Muslim prophecies which clearly shows that the particular wars are in the presence of Jesus Christ the Apostle of
Allah without prophethood (nabuwat). Because word “Ghazwa” means the war in which the physical presence of
Allah‟s rasool (sent by Allah, the apostle) is must.
Hadiths Ibne Maja Volume. 3. Page. , Abu Dawood Volume 3. Page.
It was narrated that Jubair bin Nufair said:

“Jubair said to me: „Let‟s go to Dhu Mikhmar, who was a man from among the Companions of the Prophet ()ﷺ.‟ So I
went with them and he asked him about the peace treaty (with the Romans). He said: „I heard the Prophet ( )ﷺsay: “The
Romans will enter into a peace treaty with you, then you and they will fight one another as enemies (Taghzoona derived
from Ghazwa which means presence of Allah’s rasool must in this fight), and you will be victorious; you will collect the
spoils of war and be safe. Then you will come back until you stop in a meadow with many hillocks. A man from among the
people of the Cross will raise the Cross and will say: „The Cross has prevailed.‟ Then a man among the Muslims will
become angry and will go and break (Fayaduqahu) the Cross. Then the Romans will prove treacherous (breaking the
treaty) (and will gather) for the fierce battle.”
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أب ي عن آدم ب ن ال رحمن ع بد عن ق تادة عن ي ح يى ب ن همام حدث نا خال د ب ن ب ةهد حدث نا
هري رة
وإن ه ع ي سى ي ع ني ن بي وب ي نه ب ي ني ل يس ق ال و س لم ع ل يه هللا ص لى ال ن بي أن
ك أن مم صرت ين ب ين وال ب ياض ال حمرة إل ى مرب وع رجل ف اعرف وه رأي تموه ف إذا ن ازل
وي ق تل ال ص ل يب ف يدق اإل س الم ع لى ال ناس ف ي قات ل ب لل ي ص به ل م وإن ي قطر رأ سه
ال م س يح وي ه لك اإل س الم إ ال ك لها ال م لل زمان ه ف ي هللا وي ه لك ال جزي ة وي ضع ال خ نزي ر
ال م س لمو ع ل يه ف ي ص لي ي توف ى ث م س نة أرب ع ين األر ض ف ي ف يم كث ال دجال
Abu Huraira narrated that Prophet Mohammad (s) said: "There is no prophet
between me and him (Jesus Christ). He shall descend so, recognize him
when you see him. He is a man of medium height, (his complexion) is
between reddish and white; he will be between (or dressed in) two slightly
yellowish garments; His head looks as if it is dripping water even though
it is not wet. He will fight people in the cause (for the sake) of Islam, will
break the Cross and kill the swine (pig) and abolish Jizya (tax on Christians
and Jews); and Allah will put an end to all religious sects except Islam during
his (Jesus') time. He (Jesus) will slay the Antichrist (Dajjal) and he will stay in
the World for 40 years. Then, he will die and the Muslims will perform the
burial prayer for him." (Abu Dawud and Musnad Ahmad)
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Why Maseeh Dajjaal the false prophet was required during end days?

To certify Quran a group of true believers of Quran & hadiths was required.
Quran was supposed to reveal the negative & positive characters mentioned in
it. They need practical certification. So Allah allowed small dajjal, Maseeh
Dajjaal & real Messiah. The Jews or Bani Israel or other unbelievers have to do
nothing with negative or positive characters of Quran. They don’t believe Quran
at all. And it is honour for negative role of Quran’s certification & that’s why
Maseeh Dajjaal arose from Bani Israel, Jews etc. Becoming a villain of very true
project of Allah is also a very big honour. At last if those villains repent &
surrenders to Allah then they also become great heroes in public eyes. That’s
the same case with Maseeh Dajjaal.
In the entire world only one believers group of Bani Israel Ahmadiyya jamat can
recognize me as they recognize their own son. Ahmadiyya jamat have
understood the death of Christ, mahdi maseeh as same, his designation, respect
& true signs after a lot of research. Many other non Ahmadies also have
understood this. So they will recognize me. Others are like donkeys who carry
book but don’t understand it.
For others it’s very hard as they don’t have interest, time, intelligence & don’t
even know the respect of real Messiah Mahdi. Ahmadiyya Jamat despite of
being Maseeh Dajjaal have practiced upon a False Messiah to respect Allah’s
Messiah. Allah again have given them the things which none got other than Bani
Israel. This time they got real Messiah.
Allah also said to all other Muslims that if you don’t believe then Allah will
replace you with other Ummat. This ummat can be Ahmadiyya Jamat with me
as they have systematic organized group of followers worldwide. If they don’t
accept me & then Allah will put them in hell & make my new group as new
Ummat.

Mohammed 47:38:- Behold, ye are those invited to spend (of
your substance) in the Way of Allah: But among you are some
that are niggardly. But any who are niggardly are so at the
expense of their own souls. But Allah is free of all wants, and it

is ye that are needy. If ye turn back (from the Path), He will
substitute in your stead another people; then they would not
be like you!

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Rev 12, 13 , 2 esdras 11, 13, Jeremiah 17,
Exam of Muslims going on not the Jews & so a group of Jews caught by false messiah was required.
I n which group of Muslims Messiah was supposed to come? There are 72 sects. Which sect?
Muslims treasure
4RTH khalifa’s death, disagreement
Momin as guest hadiths
Twaf hadiths
Descent hadiths
70k bani israeel then 07
666 from east the khorasan with blag fags
Bani Israel given the things which none in the world got. Jesus is biggest sign of end given to them.

Revelation Chapter 12 NT Bible says Maseeh Dajjaal will stand
near the mother of Jesus Christ of 2nd coming to eat away the
child but Allah will save him. It means the place where Jesus is
being born will have Maseeh Dajjal’s people near him. Hadiths
Ibne Maja says that Maseeh Dajjaal will come till near a place
“Red Hills” where the coastal land ended. Another prophecy of
Hinduism says that Lord Shiva will transform himself into
Aruna Chala (red hills). On investigations it is found that Jesus
Christ Mahdi himself is Lord Shiva of Hindus. It means Mahdi’s
birth place will be Red Hills in coastal land. So it came true as
Andhra Pradesh whose capital is Hyderabad (the place where
Lion lives). Another prophecy of 2 Esdras chapter 11:37 says

that Messiah will come out of a place “out of Jungle of Lion”. It
symbolically means “Hyderabad” in Arabic urdu mixed
languages. The place of Jesus Christ second coming as Messiah
is called as “South” which means Deccan in Urdu language.
And if we sea East of the world then we find Asia. In Asia if we
sea eastern side of Makkah & Madina (Yathrab), a place like
Arabian peninsula or Constantinople which will be partitioned in
3 countries with coastal lines then then we find Sub Continent
India. In India we find Hyderabad, Deccan in a coastal land just
like state of Israel having Jerusalem its capital in its centre.
Because Allah have replaced Israel in 2 Esdras 1:28 OT Bible .
And if we see reverse of it then it’s exactly like Andhra Pradesh
having Hyderabad Deccan as its capital in between with a
colony by name Red hills. If we see the the word “kingdom of
heaven” during second coming then its meaning is “place of
King of heaven”. In Hindu books Indra is called king of heaven.
So it means the place or city of Raja Inder. It means Rajender
Nagar in Hindi language. And when we see the other prophecies
of OT Bible then we find another name place of Jesus Christ
second coming as “Upparpally” & Chintalmet (in telugu
language, it means the place of tentions or fights or quarrels or
worries). It means the place of potter & the valley of tentions.
Israel is actually officially called as "State of Israel"=13 alphabets & So also Andhra
Pradesh (Andhra is derived from sanskrit word Andhram which means "Telugu" & word
Telugu is derived from word "Tr-Linga" whch means places of Lord Shiva (who is none
other than Mahdi, 2ndJesus). The word "shambhal" in prophecy about kalki means "the
place of Lord Shiva" from where he will come. Another prophecy says that "Kalki" will
come from a place of Lion's island (dweep). This dweep also means a place or
peninsula also. It means the Place where Lion lives. It matches with 2 Esdras
chapter 11:37 of Old Testament. The word Pradesh means "a state". Bible also says
about New Jerusalem to arrive during end days. (61) Israel has a big coastal line & also

Andhra Pradesh has a big coastal line. (62) Jerusalem=9 is in between the Israel where
there is no ocean, sea attached to it directly. So Hyderabad is also not having direct
ocean or sea & it's in between Andhra Pradesh. (63) The population of Jerusalem is 8 to
9 million & also Hyderabad has the same. (64) In Rajender nagar area there is a garden
just like The Gethsemane Garden=16, is beside the road Bridge having land slope on
other side of it & So also the Himayat Sagar Park=16, is on Road side of Bridge where
there is slope on other side. (65) Mountain of Olives=13, which have roads & colonies is
now replaced with Rajendra Nagar=13, having all hills in it with many Tar roads &
colonies. (And when he had spoken these things, while they beheld, he was taken up;
and a cloud received him out of their sight. And while they looked steadfastly toward
heaven as he went up, behold, two men stood by them in white apparel; Which also
said, You men of Galilee, why stand you gazing up into heaven? this same Jesus,
which is taken up from you into heaven, shall so come in like manner as you have seen
him go into heaven. Then they returned to Jerusalem from the mount called Olivet,
which is near Jerusalem, a Sabbath day's journey. (A Sabbath's day journey: The
Mount of Olives was just outside of ancient Jerusalem. And Rajendra Nagar is also a
little away about from main Hyderabad) Acts 1:11-12.). (66) Entire Jerusalem is full of
Hills & so also Hyderabad. (67) Jesus (bpuh) is said to be crucified in the year 31 A.D.
and its opposite mirror image is 13. That's 2013 where I am also put in New Garden
Tomb=13 or Isolation cell=13, (68) Israel is named after Jacob (bpuh) and so also
Andhra is named before Lord Shiva, the genetical son of Jacob (bpuh).

Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Jesus of 2nd coming the Messiah Mahdi & Maseeh Dajjaal the Antichrist666 are appearing from
same place against each other.
Note:-These given below prophecies are metaphorical, symbolic, riddle form & sealed to be only
interpreted by me. All others who interpretated on their own are waste because they are not the certified
authority except Jesus Christ of 2nd coming & that‟s me.
2 Esdras 11
36 Then I heard a voice which said, "Ezra, look straight ahead and think about what you see."
37 I looked and saw what appeared to be an angry lion come roaring out of the forest. I heard it
speak in human language to the eagle and say,
38 "Listen, Eagle, to what I have to say to you; it is the message of God Most High:

39 You are the only one left of the four animals that I appointed to govern my world and to bring
the ages of this world to an end.
40 You are the fourth animal and you have conquered all the animals that came before you. As
long as you have been in this world, you have ruled it through terror, oppression, and deceit,
41 with a total disregard for truth.
42You have viciously attacked harmless people who were living in peace; you have hated those who
spoke the truth, and you have loved liars. You have destroyed the homes of those who were prosperous
and have torn down the walls of those who did you no harm.
43 God Most High knows how proud and arrogant you are. The Almighty One
44 has looked back over the world he established. The end has come; the final age is over.
45So, Eagle, the time has come for you to vanish, along with your big, terrible wings, your small, wicked
wings, your evil heads, your awful claws, and your whole worthless body.
46 The entire world will be set free from your violence and renewed as it sets its hope on the judgment
and mercy of God, who created it."
2 Esdras 12
1 While the lion was speaking in this way to the eagle, I looked
2 and saw that the last head of the eagle was gone. Then the two small wings that had moved over to
that head rose up to govern, but their rule was short and full of trouble.
3They disappeared before my eyes, and the whole body of the eagle burst into flames, and the world was
terrified. I was so disturbed and so afraid that I woke up.

31 "You saw the angry lion come roaring out of the forest, and you heard it speak to the eagle and
rebuke it for the evil that it had done and for all that it had said.
32 The lion represents the Messiah, whom God Most High has held back until the end. He will be a
descendant of David and will come and speak to the rulers. He will rebuke them for their
wickedness, their sinfulness, and their contempt for God's ways.
33 While they are still living, he will bring them to judgment, condemn them for their sin, and
destroy them.
34But he will have mercy on the rest of my people, those who are left in my land; he will set them
free and make them happy until the end comes, the Judgment Day about which I told you at the
beginning.

2 Esdras 13
1 The seven days passed, and the following night I had a dream.
2 In my dream I saw a wind coming up out of the sea and stirring up great waves.
3 As I watched, the wind brought with it out of the sea what looked like a man, and he was flying
on the clouds. When he turned his face, everything he looked at began to tremble,
4 and when he spoke, everyone who heard his voice melted like wax in a fire.
5 I looked again and saw a crowd too large to count. They were people gathered together from all
parts of the world to fight against the man who had come up out of the sea.
6 Then I watched the man carve out a high mountain and fly up on it.
7 I tried to see the place or the region from which the mountain was carved, but I couldn't.
8Then I saw that all the people who had come together to make war against him were terrified, but they
still prepared to fight him.
9 When the man saw the great crowd advancing to attack him, he did not take up any weapons.
10 The only thing I saw was what looked like a stream of fire coming out of his mouth. He sent a flaming
wind from his lips and a storm of sparks from his tongue. The stream of fire, the flaming wind, and the
great storm combined
11 and swept down on the crowd that was coming to attack him, and burned them all up. In a single
moment, that crowd too large to count vanished, and there was nothing left but powdery ashes and the
smell of smoke. I was shocked when I saw what had happened.

12 Then I saw the man come down from the mountain and call another large crowd to come to him - this
was a peace-loving crowd.
13 All sorts of people came: some were happy, some were sad, some had their hands and feet tied, and
some brought others as a gift to the Lord. I was so frightened that I woke up. I prayed to God Most High
and said,
14 "Lord, you have been showing me all these marvelous things. You have considered me worthy and
have heard my prayers.
15 Now please show me the meaning of this dream also.
16 I have been thinking how terrible it will be for the people who will be living in those days, but how much
worse for those who do not survive.
17 They will be in great sorrow
18 because they will not enjoy any of the pleasures reserved for the last days.
19 But how terrible also for those who do survive; they will have to face great dangers and many troubles,
as these dreams have shown.
20 Nevertheless, it is better to pass through these dangers and reach the end than to disappear like a
cloud from this world and never see what takes place in the last days." He answered,
21 "I will explain to you the meaning of the vision and answer the questions you have asked.
22 You have raised questions about those who will survive until the end. The answer is that
23 the one who brings the dangers in those days will also protect from danger the people who have
stored up good works and faithfulness with God the Almighty One.
24 You may be certain that those who survive are far more fortunate than those who die.
25 "This is the meaning of the vision. The man you saw coming up out of the sea
26 represents the one whom God Most High has kept ready for many ages. He will free the world he
created and establish the new order for those who survive.
27 You saw the wind, fire, and storm going out of the man's mouth,
28 and you saw that without the use of a spear or any other weapon he destroyed the great crowd that
was advancing to attack him. This means that
29 the time is near when God Most High will begin to free the people on earth.
30 At that time everyone will be close to panic.
31 They will begin to make war against one another, city against city, region against region, nation
against nation, and kingdom against kingdom.
32 When that happens, the signs I told you about earlier will take place, and then I will reveal my son,
whom you saw as a man coming out of the sea.
33 When they hear his voice, all the nations will leave their own territory, forget their wars with one
another,
34 and come together in one great crowd too large to count, as you saw in your dream. The nations will
unite with the single purpose of making war on my son.
35 He will take his stand on the top of Mount Zion,
36 and the new Jerusalem will be seen by everyone. It will be completed and fully built, just as in your
dream you saw the mountain carved out, but not by human hands.
37 Then my son will condemn the assembled nations for their godlessness. That is what the storm
meant.
38 He will confront them with the wicked plans they have made and also with the torments they must
endure. That is what the flames meant. Then he will easily destroy them by means of the Law. That is
what the fire meant.
39 "You saw him gather another great crowd of peace-loving people.
40 These are the ten tribes of Israel who were taken away into captivity in the time of King Hoshea. King
Shalmaneser of Assyria captured them and deported them to a foreign land east of the Euphrates River.
41 But the ten tribes decided not to stay in that land among the many Gentiles, so they moved farther
east to a country where no human beings had ever lived before.
42 There they hoped to keep their laws, which they had failed to keep in their own country.
43 When they had to make the difficult passage across the Euphrates,
44 God Most High performed miracles for them and blocked the channels of the river until they had
crossed over.
45 Their long journey through that region, which is named Arzareth, took a year and a half,
46 and they have lived there ever since. Now in these last days they are coming back home,

47 and once again God Most High will block the channels of the river, so that they may cross over. That is
the meaning of the great crowd of peace-loving people you saw.
48 But they will also have with them all of your own people who are left and who are found within the
borders of my holy land.
49 When the time comes for my son to destroy the crowd that has gathered from every nation, he will
protect his people who are left
50 and perform many great miracles for them."
51 Then I said, "Lord and Master, please tell me why the man came up out of the sea."
52 He answered, "No one can explore the bottom of the sea to find out what is there. In the same
way, no human being can see my son or those who come with him until the day that has been
fixed.
53 That is the meaning of your dream. You alone have been given this information,
54 because you have given up your own interests to devote yourself to mine and to the study of my Law.
55 You have dedicated your life to wisdom, and understanding has been like a mother to you.
56 That is why God Most High has rewarded you by showing you these things. After three days, I will
come back and tell you about other profound wonders."
57I went for a walk in the field, worshiping and praising God Most High for the miracles he performs in his
own good time.
58 For he controls the ages and what happens in them. I remained there for three days.

Bible NT Revelation 12
1 Then a great and mysterious sight appeared in the sky. There was a woman, whose dress was the sun
and who had the moon under her feet and a crown of twelve stars on her head.
2 She was soon to give birth, and the pains and suffering of childbirth made her cry out.
3 Another mysterious sight appeared in the sky. There was a huge red dragon with seven heads and ten
horns and a crown on each of his heads.
4With his tail he dragged a third of the stars out of the sky and threw them down to the earth. He stood in
front of the woman, in order to eat her child as soon as it was born.
5 Then she gave birth to a son, who will rule over all nations with an iron rod. But the child was snatched
away and taken to God and his throne.

Bible NT Revelation 13
1 Then I saw a beast coming up out of the sea. It had ten horns and seven heads; on each of its
horns there was a crown, and on each of its heads there was a name that was insulting to God.
2 The beast looked like a leopard, with feet like a bear's feet and a mouth like a lion's mouth. The dragon
gave the beast his own power, his throne, and his vast authority.
3 One of the heads of the beast seemed to have been fatally wounded, but the wound had healed. The
whole earth was amazed and followed the beast.
4 Everyone worshiped the dragon because he had given his authority to the beast. They worshiped the
beast also, saying, "Who is like the beast? Who can fight against it?"
5 The beast was allowed to make proud claims which were insulting to God, and it was permitted to have
authority for forty-two months.
6 It began to curse God, his name, the place where he lives, and all those who live in heaven.
7 It was allowed to fight against God's people and to defeat them, and it was given authority over every
tribe, nation, language, and race.
8 All people living on earth will worship it, except those whose names were written before the creation of
the world in the book of the living which belongs to the Lamb that was killed.
9 "Listen, then, if you have ears!
10Whoever is meant to be captured will surely be captured; whoever is meant to be killed by the sword
will surely be killed by the sword. This calls for endurance and faith on the part of God's people."
11 Then I saw another beast, which came up out of the earth. It had two horns like a lamb's horns, and it
spoke like a dragon.

12 It used the vast authority of the first beast in its presence. It forced the earth and all who live on it to
worship the first beast, whose wound had healed.
13 This second beast performed great miracles; it made fire come down out of heaven to earth in the
sight of everyone.
14 And it deceived all the people living on earth by means of the miracles which it was allowed to perform
in the presence of the first beast. The beast told them to build an image in honor of the beast that had
been wounded by the sword and yet lived.
15The second beast was allowed to breathe life into the image of the first beast, so that the image could
talk and put to death all those who would not worship it.
16 The beast forced all the people, small and great, rich and poor, slave and free, to have a mark placed
on their right hands or on their foreheads.
17 No one could buy or sell without this mark, that is, the beast's name or the number that stands for the
name.
18 This calls for wisdom. Whoever is intelligent can figure out the meaning of the number of the beast,
because the number stands for the name of someone. Its number is 666.

Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Bible NT Revelation 20

1 Then I saw an angel coming down from heaven, holding in his hand the key of the
abyss and a heavy chain.
2 He seized the dragon, that ancient serpent - that is, the Devil, or Satan - and chained
him up for a thousand years.
3 The angel threw him into the abyss, locked it, and sealed it, so that he could not
deceive the nations any more until the thousand years were over. After that he must be
set loose for a little while.
4 Then I saw thrones, and those who sat on them were given the power to judge. I also
saw the souls of those who had been executed because they had proclaimed the truth
that Jesus revealed and the word of God. They had not worshiped the beast or its
image, nor had they received the mark of the beast on their foreheads or their hands.
They came to life and ruled as kings with Christ for a thousand years.
5 (The rest of the dead did not come to life until the thousand years were over.) This is
the first raising of the dead.
6 Happy and greatly blessed are those who are included in this first raising of the dead.
The second death has no power over them; they shall be priests of God and of Christ,
and they will rule with him for a thousand years.
7 After the thousand years are over, Satan will be set loose from his prison,
8 and he will go out to deceive the nations scattered over the whole world, that is, Gog
and Magog. Satan will bring them all together for battle, as many as the grains of sand
on the seashore.
9 They spread out over the earth and surrounded the camp of God's people and the city
that he loves. But fire came down from heaven and destroyed them.
10 Then the Devil, who deceived them, was thrown into the lake of fire and sulfur,
where the beast and the false prophet had already been thrown; and they will be
tormented day and night forever and ever.
11 Then I saw a great white throne and the one who sits on it. Earth and heaven fled
from his presence and were seen no more.

12 And I saw the dead, great and small alike, standing before the throne. Books were
opened, and then another book was opened, the book of the living. The dead were
judged according to what they had done, as recorded in the books.
13 Then the sea gave up its dead. Death and the world of the dead also gave up the
dead they held. And all were judged according to what they had done.
14 Then death and the world of the dead were thrown into the lake of fire. (This lake of
fire is the second death.)
15 Those who did not have their name written in the book of the living were thrown into
the lake of fire.

